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NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, AP1UL

ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20

11)00.
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THE WOMEN WHO STARTED THE RpVOLT AGAINST DOWIE

CONFEREES

CANT MEET

NUMIJEH 90

AMONG THOSE

PEOPLE FLEE

WHO VIOLATE

is
I

TILL BRICK

I

X

J-

t

1

EVEN NAPLES

VARIOUS LAWS

Return1

From Indiana Repub-

Packing Houses and Rail-- ;
roads Are in Chicago

lican Convention.

District Court.

Beveridge

And

IMS

FOR POSTMASTER!

K1TTRELL

Other Washington News of
General Interest in Daily

ROCKEFtLLER

,

'

ASSERTED.
MADE IN

RUTH HOFER.
scornfully declined proposition!
polygamous marriage.

DECLINED POLYGA-

2I0N

CITY.

of herself and daughter, and was ex- communicated by Dowie, who first

WARE, WHO HAD
TROUBLE WITH DOWIE.
church
iviiss Ho er is said to be heiress to
a fortune of $5,000,000 In Switzerland
When she arrived In this country it
was said that she was intended for
th bride of Gladstone Dowie
After a few months she returned to
Europe, very much displeased with
something.
The stori:s now coming out of Zion
allege that Dr. Dowie, who is charg-- i
ed with polygamous teachings,
pessd marriage to her himeelf. It Is
said that she scornfully refused.
An Interesting story told in Zion Is
that Gladstone, the sen, is hand in
glove with the people who have de
posed his father, and that he threat- ens startling disclosures unless his
father quietly retires from his leader.
ship in the Christian Catholic church

.

dauohter.

h

Precipitated

j

Detect-Wa- e

IT TOO

RUSSIA ASKS
Red

.

,

Ask-in-

Cross Conference
American

ANTIiRACITt NOT IMPROVED METAL WORKERS TO SPEAK

of whose eruptions yester-dictmeday spread panic throughout the recion. Sinoe Iast evenine. the stream.
nf lnvn thnt wa mnvlni tnwnrda
Torre del Annunziata has been sta- tlonary, and the eruptions from the
The rain ot
volcano less violent.
ashes ceased for a time, Inst night.
but showers of cinders again fell upon

A

.,.'

SOON

and Pan

are
districts
..
.
InltL
,,

,,.

i

Vle-nrt-

Policemen Injured
and Seventeen Socialists
Were Arrested.

150,000 refu

!
nes' Klng victor"
and .Ll fromthe,r
e,ene to uy' S.
best vaudeville
artists In America a trip to tne villages near me root or
have been engaged for this occasion. the volcano.
The stock company. Including Amelia
IVVmn th
In a
frntii waa Tonvlnir
Hingham. A. H.
an Puren James no8co Tor, ,
fre(jn crater
ed
oung and a score of other favcrites npar he
Refugee8 from,ot-w- i
l give
a new play each dajr and tajano
tnelr houHea and flTO
half a dozen s ars of the variety stage h
n
conapsed under the ware,
will contribute
specialties. Among . . nshPR
,
,
the latter will be Yvette Onilbert. '
Fred' Walton,
Grace Van Studdlford,
King and Quetn Near Vesuvius.
ViiUa
nnil ITnnH
jn AIIIIUllAiaiUi
...... ...v.. .... ......
....... v.Ha Vrtnn
t nm.n.t.tn im'll Q Th.
1UI1D UtTi
The gala week begins today with "If people of thl town itre tremendously
t Were King," with Henri de Vrles In excited. The women are especially
"A Case of Arson" aa a curtain raiser, in a state of panic. The rumor
plays to be produced are "The started that the visit of the king and
Prisoner of Zenda," "Mrs. Jack," "Ru- - queen and the Duke of Aosta had re-pSingularly
ff Hentzau" and "Tho little suited in a miracle.
'enough, shortly after the arrival of
Princess" with Mabel Taliaferro.
Jthe sovereign, and while the king and
Queen were trying to console the peo- IW0PF
AflVFRTKINn
",unL nu 11.1 I IJIUU
,J)U
repeating frequently, "Courage?

ri,AV"LtheiV0r- program

Way.'

Workers in Vein Mines Call 'Several

uts

HOW VAUDEVILLE MANAGER
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATES
,.
Vj1.- X-- V
c
ni.ll n
celebrating
lector ls
y.mn: Al Glorno says that
the
anniversary of his activity as vaude- gees
from the afflicted
ville manager. In honor of tho event ..
TL- n I.
b
as arranged a gala week at his
, T1

g

Congress Both

in the

-

oti.j- - i.

.... ih

vinc
violence

pleaded not guilty today to In-- .
charging that he failed to
turn over to the republican state com- ml t tec, a contribution Of $225 recelv
ed from John C. Best gen, in 1904, and
was released on ball.

-

ive Who Forbade

Scale.

L. E. KITTRELL TO BE
Unless the Government Hears and
POSTMASTER AT SOCORRO.
Washington. D. C, April 9. The
Heeds Worse Times Arc
president, today sent the following
uominallons to the senate:.
.
Coming.
L. B. Kittrell, to le rostmas!r at
'
Socorro, N. M.
VetmMtCt at
re- St. Petersburg, April
Sevmour'Texa'" 10
the magnitude
Somerv'ille,
to be postmaster '""I today increased
II. U
" "t
"l,the 1,.,"8JUo" v'c
at Richmond. Texas.
...uv.uw
stmastcr at Wills "
W. Pilley, to be
Point, Texas.
at lives.
O. C. Ross, to bepostmaster
The Rech, organ of ths constitu-- ;
ivortham. Texas.
, tior.al democrats, says:
F A. l.ncas, to be postmaster
o ,1
If ""..lint
1L
IU.11 iUlCIIIUCI U.U
I, lilt lot""111 ll'illo
liulTalo, Wyo.
been able to feel the beat In heart
of Kuss a Tnd had listened to the
PATTERSON'S CASE TAKEN
iiNnrp inuKFUFNT words of M. Peterunkevitch, tho
r Aurii ft in thp world would not have witnessed the
wHnirtim
ca-sof United States Senator T. M. horrors of the present revolution. The,
Patterson of Colorado, amotion was voice of the people becomes clearer
filed todav In the supreme court of and burner daily. If the government
the United States on behalf of the does not. listen to It, the country Is
people of Colorado for a dismissal of destined to pass through a cataclysm
ihe cas of affirmation in the su- - an hundred fold worse than anything
preme court of that state. Patterson whleli has yet transpired.'
The Twentieth Century, formerly
is under sentence to pay a fine of
Sl.Oi.O on the charge of contempt of, tho Russ, declares that the election
th state sunreme court. The motion proves the strength of tiio opiHjsiilon
to the government, from Finland to
was taken under advisement.
the Caucasus, saying:
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
"V5ien we recall the police prepafa- OF LAND, tions at the first stage of the elec- GRANTED TRACT
.
.
.
.
.
1
...
1
ti' :.
i
,h t :
r;
many original
t usuiiiKiiMi,
naw
electors w ere
ti tui f,iu.ii.h n.
...ci.ici in ji name iit in imiu.1, aiiu uiai
of Utah a small tract of land not the elections were virtually under
Tieeueu iv me run. uuimms nuiiuiij mariiai law, ine resun is more re- reservation was passed. Messrs. Hale, markable
Teller and Allison were appointed
conferees on the urgent deficiency
Dies at the Age of 104.
bill.
'hen dismissed the
Batlorsea. April 0. The death of
rate bill.
F.lizabeth Blank, a sinale woman, at
the Wandsworth Union Inflmary has
URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL
nf the feu- remaining
O Riir,
GOES TO CONFERENCE. removed in
mi.
iie
U.
J.
i
WdsniiiKton,
April
L..
.
1.1
...
..
n urxu -ni mast ini
wbuiii
m gent iienc onrym i
seni 10 con- - ivnmun ut

By.

in

Naples. April 9. Tho quantity of
ashes and cinders thrown up by Mount
Vesuvius In twenty-fou- r
hours Is nn- precedented. Analysis shows the dix-th- e
charge Is ciliefly composed of Iron,
sulphur and magnesia. The threat-nutnli- er
ened evacuation of the towns and rll- lages still continues. At many places
the people are Buffering from panic,
and a state of great confusion exists.
It Is now estimated a half million of
people have fled from their homes.

ClIPPFPIMn AND I rtsa
CHARGED WITH KEEPING
ALMOST INCREDIBLE.
SOME CAMPAIGN MONEY.
Naples. April 9. Better news has
rtoston, Mass., April 9. Robert G. i,oon received this morning
from the
Porter, private secretary to Senator
i..,t ummt Voouvii.a tha

Postponement of
Peace Conference.

Francisco

in San

Only One Large Concern Riot

Refused to Sign the

With Great Britain

WE LIVE IN

ARE AT WORK

BACK AGMN'nEW CRATERS AREOPENING

ROCKEFELLER ONCE MORE
NOW COMES, AND GOES.I
New York, April 9. John D. Rccke-m..rn- .
an
feller returned to tho city today from congested.

STAND BY AMERICA

DO

RUSSIA

DISTRICT MEN

j

Chicago, April 9. Various motions,!
pleas and orders, growing out of the
indictment last Pocwnlmr of the Ave
ioca packing houses, three railroads.
Chicago, Milwaukee & Si. Paul,
the Burlington and the Alton, and a
of Individuals charged
with
giving or conspiring to give rebates,
wire argued here today In the Unit
ed St.Etes district court.

GERMANY ALSO TO

AMERICA OR

IN PITTSBURG

Forsake Their Homes.
Panic Reigns.

j

Tho ngme of Ruth Hofer, the
Mrs. vounq Swiss heiress, who was brought
Zion City with the Dowie family
Ware la now writing a book on Dowie
and Glad- that will deal with his alleged secret when Dr. Dowie, Mrs. Dowie Europe
a
stone Dowie returned from
teachings of polygamy.
The allegation in Zion City is that year and a half ago, is now figuring In
Ruth Hofer the trouoies or tnjan III. and his In Zion.
Miss Ware and Miss
.

t

Half Million Villagers

Senator Lodge's Private Sec-- King and Queen Credited With
retary Gives Bond on
Saving Annunziata From
Larceny Charge.
the Fiery Flood.

MRS. EMILY

'
MISS HARRIET WARE, WHO. IT IS
MOUS PROPOSITIONS
Delegate Andrews has been Invited
to the banquet, of the republican con- M
vvars and her daughter, Har- .
Kressionol committee, at the Ualelgh
z,on lt two
years ago
tonlcht. ' At the organization of the net. cam to
is 25
daughter
The
York.
New
from
as
committee. Sherman was chosen
chairman, and Ixmdenslager. secre- - anc Mrs. Ware is 45 years old. Mrs.
tary.
Ware was assistant editor of The
The president has reappointed Pr. Leave, of Healing and her daughter
Socorro,
l.iKlus Kittrell postmaster at
was the tar 8nger in the choir. Mrs.
Ware complained of Dowie's treatment
JUCE MOSES HALLETT
TENDERS RESIGNATION.'
"Washington, D. C. April 9. .ludge LIBERAL SUCCESS
Moses lla'.lett of Colorado, has tendered his resignation, and It is anASTONISHES WORLD
nounced today that the president had,
accepted it.
Tho president has ap-pointed Robert E. Lewis, formerly,
a judge of the Kl Taso county court,
Elections Show No
Colorado, to succeed Hallett. Several Russian
nu mbers of the Colorado delation
appointments1
o' Congress discussed
Reactionary Spirit
with the president today. The repre- sentatives were inclined to favor ihe.
Any Where.
appointment of Justice John Campbell
of the Colorado supreme court, hut
Senators Teller and Patterson did not
iiVIV
-.
support Campbell. It was finally de- HAP tKS lALlV UU I rLrtllMl
cided that K?wi be nominated.

A

i

Press Report.
Special to Evening Citizen:
Washington, D. C, April . Sen-- ;
ntor lieverldge and Representative
Crick nre attending the Indiana state
will
republican convention, which
nominate state owners, exeeept gov- concmor. Brick is chairman of the
ferenee on statehood, and so the. con- Terence will net meet until he has

IS DISMAYED

lierlin, April 9. The Associated
Press Is officially Informed that the
Meeting For Virginia
German government has suggested the
adjornment of the seconu p"ace con
ference at The Hague In order not to
and Ohio.
interfere with tho Berne Red Cross
conference. Germany has not Bug
San Francisco, Cal., April 9.- - The gested July but is trying to persuade
Pittsburg, Pa., April 9. There la
w it- - Rusbia to postpone the assemblage at
n1l I'Jt iO OtrUlwl"ll
. M'KII
..........ll iilTI lT tllill- - Hl'ICt'Sl . TlOl O.lll r JUL1DI.U .,
,,
. I.
c
iiasuc-- con.eren e, so that the
uaed ma genera mou wasiae se jue.- 'i
ing operations in the Pittsburg district
8,,dlenl'
,he win(1
soFOR ARRANT HUMBUG He trone--eof
meetiug
North,
Centra!
the
South American
and
today'.
to
nin.,.
Duly one large concern has
U"lUU:chaSC(1 and the ntmosphere, which
,
represent
vvurd
y
n.
to
a
held
send
"
clallsts,
Pay.ho
so far refused to sign the scale, but
moment, hnd been heavily
atives to the European conference
Dowie and Snroisnated
Texarkana. April 9.- -Tr
it is expected to pay
Bll,,d,urou8 ga8 and
- wnnoui iiueriering at t no same time pany
iiayMoyer
emi
sicreiary
Presiiteiit
,..
arrived nere nom nan Anionio
rate when the stored supply of coal
d.i)
i..,..i
of
with
the
Federation
conference.
wjoJ
Western
the
of
morning.
a
reporter
this
for the tho
To
becomes exhausted.
fort,
m
tne
'
Miners.
Press,
Dovvle stated that of ,
Associated
,
8 march
t
ft
haT.
LATER
DATE
ALSO
sosome
meeting
typically
At
m
every
the
le nearer to Zion his
NO IMPROyKEMENT
a section of the north- SUITS GREAT BRITAIN.
spirits arose "1 his eah destroyed
,
IN ANTHRACITE FIELD. cialistic speeches were made, in which
bt
The , nof,
f ne
London, April 9. The United States mproved and
Hay
Moyer
declared
was
it
that
and
nlC t0 me: he R,,!,', and:
,h, ',,KJ8
Philadelphia, Pa.. April 9. Reports
on the king from
with
benedictions
ind If convicted wi" ,lave the support of Great Britain
were
wood
innocent
completely rv;nlB d
be the means
d 8ubJects.
received today from the anthracite re
storing my heal h. I reel that I ami Th k
,
d
,shed , vtalt
to be heard and that vindication ljoth(;r dlBtrlci.. ,,Ilt ,he condition of
awaiting me.
mining shows practically the same the conclusion of the speech-makintho rairoad interfered, and they were
sla.
conditions as existed a week ago.
forced to return to Naples, whence
was organized and
procession
a
ELOCUTION CONVENTION
Operators Ask Delay.
Ottajano and Torre
8t"t out
,rt,,n(,y
,
town.
marched
down
St. Lotus, Mo., Aiirll 9. At
N'ew York. April 9. At the request
MEETS IN NIAGARA FALLS.
flel Greco.
Mar
of
Kearney
corner
At
and
the
Niagara Falls, N. Y., April 9. The o'clock this morning the train on
of the operators the conference lie- ... . i. . cum, up......... ui
.... - ket streets, the busiest corner In the seventh annual convention of the New-- which Dowie is coming north was re- i.
New York Money Market,
me
nit:
""ni
0j
p(
0 .)ara,jt.rg hllUK a red York
one
- port Ml at tho Iron Mountain offices: New York, April 9. Money on call,
....
State Association of Kloctttlonv ........
v.... v.. nu..
ctwu w...
, ,
.
h
i
luuuiaiu, uettl
1,1.
iu UHiu
,..rl,.,i
here tr be four hours late. It is ex- - strong, at 10 25 percent; prime
scheduled for today, to consider the uiiitirrinscription:
U1MK 111 IUC
llll.n
"('(.tltHtllliin iuk
lirt IOLa v,l"
to make up considerable time pantile peper, 5Va5'6 per cent. Bar
Auditorium of the Natural Food corn- Binmiiuii in me uinnracne iiui, was
during the day's run.
silver, 64ViiC.
postponed until tomorrow.
were In
'..the throng which blocked the s" parts.h., or tile state
,.,,,,,
,
ai'.dress
..,
,
MINE WORKERS' UNION CALL
n.i. i. ..... if .. .. ii i . ii nan .iutrt.i
when Policemen Stel.ner and (to onler
CONFERENCE AT WHEELING street,
and the Hon. O. W. Cutler
Cavanatigh
Detective
Thomas
and
Wheeling, W. Ya., April 9. A call Ryan
delegates this morning.
welcomed
made their way through the Among the the
,he Mitl Work
delegates are many women
wa? ,,s,s,'e(1 t0,li,'
crowd.
this
"nail looked very
a
',. .
.
Ryan tore down the flag and or- - and the convention
. in
a
i finvsiiav
fiM ifirn if
rn- 'attractive on that account. President
ill v . iii'ki rn.
ti
de.-is
speaking.
from
u
to
.
.
John Kiimtncll delivered his annual
resntiner the v n ni nttt of patjrn ...J
U HOB JIMS tttor refuse,!, the detective
re ...... mid then a number of interest- Ohio and
VirKinia. to consider miHeil liini rtnu-;i lllomr.tit a Hut add
In
'
"
lomu-nouBe ifway. ue connine KHTaur,
i"
the strike. Pros- - .......
. Plans for settling
i'l Ts were read ly .1. V. Sieph'n
n'
,flHllPft ' nriir,:i,1,'
Mc.
.,mnx
Th,
iiiivu uiincio. of Mutitrial, Canada: Mrs. Kate R
. ,
t in?
,
lawney ana
...
nects seem hrlcht for nn ndlustnient ' n (I I'ni.ijuaiu. and managed
i t
get
1 !win jfitm
T)i
c'ubs
to
their
hfnico ihon
lit
(,f Ilr'oklyn: Mi's l.eila Olivia
I (nil III III 1'JIl
lit lit.- - cm
il Will is.
on a car, which was llittier
time ago win e ir.yng to ex- - tn
legisla'i n for the District of Colum- Twenty thousand miners are affected. t.'eir prisoiicr
Hume of lluffalo, N. Y.. and others.
paper.
burning
tinguisli
of
a
way
piece
making
tlirnigii
lis
the
)!a
will be an evening session and
The evidence in the post mortem (i- - WINNIPEG HAS BIG
.
crowd. Almot.1 ii.stai.'ly a sliower of There
an afternoon session today and three
reMiss
Blank
showed
scrap
'aniinallon
that
brick
Iron
new
a
from
Statements.
and
Call for Bank
TIME OVER ARTHUR.
tomorrow. The evening sessWashit'ton, I). C April 9. The membered th? declaration of peace af- - Winnipeg, Man.. Ami! 9. His roval building was bulled a' tin car and a sessions
TY-fA
I
T
e .e
i
ion-, wi'l be divided to Interpretative
j. xilwi
x
compt roller of the currency today is- - ter the battle of Waterloo. She was llUlmess Prince Arthur of Connaugh "u"ll"'r of l,a ei.ger.j were struck.
by reprcn n : at ive artistB.
nrit:iis
a
girl
young
at
remeintime
and
an
the
niIn
nu
a
of
condition
the
alarm
sent
was
Mieil
the
call for
antmie
hiiivcu nere nmrtiv iKfore noon ar
Ucnal banks at the close of business bered well the rejoicing m the green Hie C. N. R. depot, after having snent into Ihe police st at i.: and when the
of her native village in Devonshire.
:id
m''ors
Friday. April ii.
tin
to use their
arrived
nearly (wo weeks in ihe northwestern
i the crowd.
pnrts of the Dominion.
He was re- cl litis freely to R',!'.;
enpolb
".j'lred find
neveral
eiue::
ceived by ihe mayor, K;f members of
t.
cr's name, Henry Alildmay St. John;
l.oiidon, April 9. The sixth
' JUT
rioters
"i'eil. it
the council, the head of lite varii.us
mother's
name, .Mary Kmiiy Klizabeth
liolingbroke
has
St
John
and
was
f
re
fully an li'.i:r
depart hk n; s of t lie lnuricipal gov.uiiet T.'tts WITHERCD BODY FOUND IN THE
St. John, formerly Howard; father's
j't.--t
at
birthday
celehrat'?d his tenth
HONDO ARROYO. WITH FACE IN
ernment and a larte number of citi- restored.
linn; or profession. Viscount liolingzens. II,. was escorted from the depot
tiis seat, I.ydiard Park, near Swindon.' broke of i.ydiard park.
CA.VP FIRE ASHES.
Kven after
EVEN
CINCINNATI
t ) t'lie city hall,
where the ba:id.i were
His little lordship's
romantic birth that important event
and Ijidy
WANTS CLEAN STREETS.
d aiid
his.
where t.e dvle ads'l j. Ct t, , l.ile; ic fits and and "(iiscoy. r " upon
fallnr's liolingbroke kept Cieir reliUionship
C nr nr. :i i
mind, was probably the death at the a?i. of si. seven or eight, stent, and the boy passed
dress c:f welcome will be read to the
i;i' Ael'il !. Cilicil.his infancy
prince. In !),. adt noon tin re will tuitl has aw llli t:e
ie fac' tliR' ps
liiP liin iy deal il of I'la-'.i- . veai's ago forms one of the most in-- ' in Hath.
There he was at the age of
whose weather-beatee an in:,j -- ctiou of tiie
Thanks to tho
tet'i still.1 stor s i tin ii ic t"d with the three, when he became tne sixth Visleneed Set:.l
in and St f( ct
.
I ii
.i oig d. parttin tit
peerage,
ill Hondo Arroyo,
of the Mdi il call is. Tomorrow's ineflicient s: r
count of liolingbroke
!', county, on
he c ndit ion o:
a roc pMon a' I he
Saturday, by
Kvcryone snppos' d hat the fifth
'fee's, during the
' ell so disgrace-- "
s a' San.'a Ke. Viscount
in tl e aftenio ti an
lis: year i.r t w
on, who
d d a bachelor and child. ARISTOCRACY
SHOCKED
gan to jn'otest.
;mg Tl'.roiuli the arroyo less, and a. grandson of the third
,1 was wa
BY CONDUCT OF ELVIRA.
tic Manitoba club in l'i'. that he ...
I.,, ureplepially st umbo il on to
n
an
the evi'ning. After tile reception the The Hgitatior
hro'mh all part.?
Rome. April
iscount was regtirdt-,Aristocratic society
top. The face lay in a pilerl'iien came the announcement that at Is greatly shocked over the latest esI..
prince will l.e escorted back to the of tip. city a:nl It''
the teachers of
up Hie matter,
l!e,;t, where lie will lake Ihe Ilillt tin pubiie
..s and i he clothes of the uppirltlie age of - or "X in January 5, capade of I'lino.--s Klvira. one of the
"f I.'e llu.siness-i.th,. ..u;
train fer HeJina. On Thursdav :i e
nobb man had been dauglittis of I) u Carlos the pretend- ti.e body were charred, which lv.i;!, he decei.-e'iinc( will r'Mirn to this city, but will ni"H's club. A
ion was all. d
at Ihe liatli registry office to er to the Spanish throne, who has re-ll.'t. i"
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,
., ..
......
...... l
,..i....i. ii,.,.
.....i ninumri,
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1" n'l'Ul)
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t'ei't cl ani:.'
,n I.ydiard. Ihe registrar who per- - pl.asant manner.
irairts t coi.tinue hi.; trtp
o,ly was idetulhed as
..it
chafing
She ls thirty-fouhad written cast.
The trial for aid. i ven d. iraiib
p
r improving
API
cr
.t i. who
ilHil:- - '''.
was subject to foi tneil tie or, tunny is still living In vears old and some time ago eloped
and !::
plays, one cnib d "Tiie K cellerut. '1"'
lit, in. in at Hath, and the three wit- - from her father's bouse with the
'".'eiii.on of :!
n's f r tiie odier t h.ory.
htrrefs aiPi
nmriii r of t" .lil.S lJ..,ml.i. up-itrie," in which he delineate. ;;. own CHIEFS OF FOLICE AT
Today the coti-i'i
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M the nuirr.aue who sctiiptil- lunntt r Kololii, w it Ii w hoiii she went to
' nv c:
and lie
d w it 'i
charaet. r and career. The jil is n docv. :; Ion wi'l
t
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS.
an
regarded liis lordship's wi.--h for A lit riea. After
s ,A.
u:e m.nths the coil
, ight years of
,.t
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'
.
up-a
;:.,'-I.
Aj ril
tors sta- d that liritnlp was s
lii.ti of
'
Mot .'..
A:
The
but.
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til v. . 's In Allitit.
iv acv. are all living.
ra'l.ms of th,-;'ed
pie re'iirip-it.
to Kurone and livi d In
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PAGE TWO.
j a or
lwiMIn.es.
Th.y feel no
Interest ill t'le lands they virlt, niul
none in the i'iii.1 they le.ive.
Ity at Wtekty ky
rk(UW
The theater managers linve pricked
Iheir ears n the rilLis iT Mine.
Tbe Citizen Publishing Company lip
Sarah 11 tnhimli's
ic, Unco with
u.
lnsfer.il of
at rtnr tar tranankahw tkroock th lenls luivo come to !
IH M
cn laa mattar.
beltic di'hin nut of hu- - l:ic ss ly the
Irnsi's chti-lisart In refusing Vier
any tticnter In the sonta, she's lig'it-i;. !.n to speak, having d..tie llie
largi-huslne-- s
f ft r ' avcer Bivl
poor phvecs f r
in v '.tat are ee;iii!"!'e
s ill tile i he.r i'''.i
li
circles.
i;:.t only
Paper of Knrnnlilln Count)' Sh hi'H if,ii.n.ie af rdirnery,
a!l tii pncessioti.
i.iu
fur lietM.
knil City of Allu(tinriin.
Tlir.t (;if'! 0V; :y Is, that t;) have a innis
AtMtttM Prax Afttioo Dlipitthrt.
thai a hem e ra'.inot h:d.l.iui actor lias
Urp1 Cltj and County Clrculltl.n.
to p. itre n lent, that a- good performTlM iirrwt Nrw Mltn Ovt!o.
ance he iiivm iii a tent, and to i;n
lrf,tt North. ri?r"j OrulltlM. audieii'( tliat couldn't t within sight
t.f a theatir door; that the drawing,
TIKM9 or subscription:
power f a tenl Is far superior to that
$.S.nr
fVtt far mall. cn rar in drauM.
of a tin ilev. and that, a tent can draw
nail, per murith
t.l' audh nces that. roitMn't Bet possibly
WmkIt by mail, art
within walls. These are lin nortant
fy Carrier, 60c per month discoveries
to have made for the
theatrical profession, A trust cannot
Tmn Immmo (Ynrra will h dliTrrd In lh
61'
mrmk,
itO
or
for
prr
Mv M tit low til of
t
tml
nil the desirable
possibly
mjI ar MMnlh. hn pant monthly.
stand for a tent, and if the play does
UTtrtUing Bates Made Known oa Appllcitlon not draw in one locality it can easily
N
shifted to an. ther place where
b notlfrlr
u. theaters are more plentiful, and better
(bar wilt
nfr
taly
of
th
a"7
patronage awaits the performance. The
Kould b a1drRMl to troupe is more independent and there!
A.S Ulfcwl ami rmrttnr
Twa Oriux Ki ri ikrino OtlrANT. Draft. is a spice
of romance, which added!
11 ill potnffif atvl UprM mony oforriiTF
th. to the romance of the play brings the I
mad pThl
tV ardcr
ideal part up to a high level. The!
enormous sum taken In by Mme. Hern-hanl- t
awakens the envy of all actors,
Automatic; I A3
Olor.!o I
but none of them wish tn deny it to
her. as they see that she has benefitted the profession in its entirety. The
religious people have Invaded tne city
with met tings Tield Jn tents and now
we may expect to have the theater
people do the same., Even the trust
IN
may be brought to It.
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WANTED.
0 WANTED lidy employed
PHARMACY

ALVARADO
B

I

II. BRIGGS & CO

Prop'ri.

liv-

zen office'.
WANTED
Good tnet

Beth Phones

First and Gold Ave.

anil

ing alone would like annther lady
to share home. Will agree to any
reasonable plan, (ktod home for the
right party. Address, Home, Citi-

ooootoooooto

sek a reliable dentist

as $200.00.- Loans are quickly taade
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see lis be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
31S West Railroad Aie.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranA HOME
teed for three years. Inquire AbraYou could be proud of,
ham's Employment office, 315 South
First street.
WANTED lieiitleman or lady, with
good reference, to travel for a firm
No. 310, South Edith, 0 rooms, mod
Salary $1,072
of $250,000 capital.
per year and expenses; salary pa,d ern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
weekly and expenses advanced. Ad- etc. $2,700. Casy terms, if you can't
dress, with stamp, J. A. Alexander, pay cash.
Albuquerque, N. M.
MALE HELP WANTED.

MEN WANTED .Wages paid while
pearance and scaring the servant
learning the barber trade; situa
girls, the landlord wants to know of
special
rate.
tions guaranteed;
himself why he has been distinguishDo
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
ed from his fellows fnr such an InCal.
fliction as that. A corpse is not an
JL
WANTED Men in eacli state to
agreeable object under the best of
travel, post signs, advertise and
B. F. COPP.
AGAINST REFORM SPELLING circumstances, but when the dead body
leave samples of our goods. Salary
is that of a suicide it Is felt to be an ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
Infliction upon ordinary rights. Why
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
don't the suicide select a place to
Atlas block, Chicago.
Mob of American Tourists. shuffle off this mortal coal in which he
an I'ED Good inerT, aiijr number
can discommode nobody? It would
for rock work; southern Arizona;
Horse Cars itiil in
seem tiat the suicide would seek to
wages, 30c an hour; work guarana Day.
make his exit from the world as little Right
teed for three years. Inquire Abraotijectiona!ile as possible, but this can will be right all of the time if you
New York City.
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
hardly be expected, for the suicide is
pay your bills by cheek.
First street.
essentially selfish, and it Is but a
matter in his mind to expect
FOR RENT.
There Is no chance of dispute
New Tork. N. Y., April 9 The pub- slight people
to take care of his botly
lic has been very much interested In other
over a settlement if yen have a FOR RENT brick house, with bath,
of
himself.
it
he
after
tired
has
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynar
the treatment liy Mr. Jerome of the
checking account and pay your obinsurance men whom the Howling ONE ARGUMENT AGAINST
Gunsul.
Dervishes of the press have been deligations by check. Each check is FOR RENT A new house of four
REFORM SPELLING MOVEMENT.
manding be sent .to prison or set to
rooms, with bath. Inquire of A. A.
Mr. Carnegie's latest society, which
a receipt. The endorsement upon
work on Biackwell's Island. Equality wants
Trimble, 2u7 North Arno street.
to tinker with the spelling of
feefore the law is what they are all the language,
the back of the check Is evidence FOItRENT FmnTshed
rooms over
needs to be checked in
shouting, but how ean there be equalthat the delight, afforded tj the
the Golden Rule Dry Goods comthat the party received the money.
ity before the law? To catch a tramp, order
eye in the printed page of the English
pany. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
nd convict him of theft, and send
A checking account insures you
as it appears on the printed
Plielan.
liim to prison inflicts but little pun- spelling
page may not he extinguished. Under
paying
you
from
bill
twice,
gives
a
upon
FOR SALE.
delight
'him.
finds
He
ishment
work of the Canny Scot the types
in it in some respect, for he has, now the
All
SALE
lots ln Coronada
FOR
a
your
sysputs
record
business,
the
of
present,
look
that,
of
make the
at
that he Is in quod", a roof over Tils English
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
of
superior
language
to
that
tem
your
kead, with good food and he is safe
into
transactions.
Broadway.
other,V will soon be transformed
from alarms, for the walls of stone are
You have method and conven- SELL, KENT OR TRADE l.ibi your
thick and strong. He is not kept ,
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
disgraceful to vision as the
ience in your business, with a
'
South Broadway.
Uussian or Indian or Chinese types
,T
5rt kh bSrJlMB'i0,
checking account at
KB fn)? . that distract and distress the eye in
SALE A drug store m good lit
FOR
Indeed,
thinks
nf
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadreading, A line of
him .
oiuin
urn tho m.t.iin
den, 300 South Broadway.
English as she In written today means
thought-- he
s too obsenre. But take
COMMERCE FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busisuggests business. The words go THE BANK
the neb. man. On the merest sus- - and
right along and do their work while ALBUQUERQUE,
ness for city property. T. L.
NEW
MEXICO
plclon of wrong doing, which may
new style offends the eye at every
300 South Broadway.
never be established, he becomes a tie
word. One can take no pleasure In the
SALE Small stock merchandise
FOR
flaring picture before the public at absurd
BASE BALL "DOPE
in twisted
locking
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
once and continues such for months juxtaposition, andcharacters
the letters looking as
South Broadway.
newspapers
are
and months, while the
if they were not acquainted with each
El Paso is still wrestling with the ! UK SALE A hauusome Hani man
trying him and convicting him to their other and never would be. Let us be
proposition of raising funds for a base
piano, In fine condition and almost
If we may Judge allowed
own satisfaction.
keep our trim, symotrical. ball team. They have plenty wailing
For partlcu-lars- ,
iiew, at a bargain.
from the effect on mauy during the pleasing to
satisfactory to take the money, but none to give it.
and altogether
office.
call
this
at
past few months, whom this treatment printed page, without distorted words,
Iras brought to utter prostration, with framed of letters that seemingly have A versatile writer thinks that if the FOR bALE $25,uuu rancn at a bargain; will take small property In
health ruined, we must supjiose that no relation to each other. That any- fans give up liberally at the start,
ball will be such a success
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
these men are in hell from the very body can learn to spell the abomin- ba-- e season
will
that the subscri-bertalk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
first moment they are accused, and able words after they have been this
South Broadway.
continue In the inferno from' then un- squeezed into distorted substitutes for get their money back in the fall. It
looks gjod to the unsophisticated, but FOR SALfc OR EXCHANGE For
til they die. If the law clears them words that we all are familiar with, to
what?
the
ciTy or ranch property, a new furntheir reputations are blackened any- is ridiculous. If Carnegie were to go
way. If convicted and sent to prison, the rounds of his libraries and learn
ished rooming house. Best location
of
ais
Frank
a
had
Houston
bunch
in the city. Address F. J., this ofwhat to the tramp is luxury, is to them a new mispelled word in each one of recruits out at the Traction park diafice.
excruciating torture. There is no them, he would f rget. in his last lipractice
Thursday,
mond
and
the
equalyity of punishment at all in tti brary the word he learned in the first some
SALE A good general merchanof the youngsters put up would FOR
two classes of cases. The point that one.
dise and grocery business, with meat
doulrtsaiisfy
skeptical
the
of
most
the
Mr. Jerome seeks to Impress upon the
market included, and buildings for
ers that Albuquerque already has the
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragole, 300
court and the public Is that it is a WHY NEW YORK RETAINS
a
the
team,
of
foundation
that
and
ranch more serious matter to accuse
North Broadway.
OLD HORSE CAR LINES. Duke City will lie In the game as
m man of standing and prominence
Visitor to this city, especially those soon as there is anything in this neck FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
than it is an ordinary knave. And in from rural regions, aro surprised to of
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
lie woods to play with. Wilson,
calling
paying
of
of
matter
the
ing; 75 cents per Betting. Ed.
the
going to and fro on who pitched a couple of seasons with
see horse-car- s
political contributions larceny Mr. regular routes of travel, and they find
Albuquerque, N. M.
listed
been
Denver City team, has
Jerome evidently thinks it Is absurd to much amusement in the fa-- t that a the
I .EEggs,
A
S
FOR
from thorough-brebe
will
(lallegos
Browns,
...111 ..II...... ,m ,.lw. witli the
n.. 1111a
hiu mill
thus designate what has been done for ..li., ....
ctj tin
r.if
tic in the game again this season,
S. C. White leghorns, (bred to
end
years without question by men or cbsolete laivehicle.
There are manv lines wilh these two on the rubber, the
lay), 75 cents per 13. I$ox 3"C,
character for years without any n which
horse cars are Browns start off pretty well supplied
Santa Fe, N. M.
thought of offence. It looks too much usotl and they supply a need that it with
double-ba- r
pitchers.
SALE A
tOR
blackening
people's
repuation
like
on;n;:ii m rar lieen foll,ul impossible to
shotgun;
reied,
bran new
Noltody
can
for;
technicalities.
think
supply in any other wav, us trolleys
BIDS WANTED.
never has been used; one of th
a moment that George W. IVrklns
not ,,e lnt ro,luct., i tl,,.!r RU,H(1
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
thought he was committing larceny at nce. Two of the largest lines in
Bids will be received at the office
flee for particulars
when he handed over money of the the city, extending from one end tf it of the clerk of the board of county
,,,,. r ari, run wMh .h()1.S(? can. commissioners of Bernalillo county, up FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
New York Ufe Insurance company tol,
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
a political party. :The state railroad commission is con-- to 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Sat
representative
Broadway.
contrasting pitcure was presented sidering the matter, n complaint, of urdav. Anrll 14. lHOfi. at the court
youln
in court at tho very moment that Mr. citizens, but a ride on an
house of said county, in Albuquerque, FOirSALElorTTRADEAre
I have soma
terested In mines?
horse ear Is th. inus' comf .'rtable one' for the doing of the following work:
Itrkins was arrested. A boy of t
t(1
with
Talk
good
deals.
said
be
111.01 e:in lind in the tit y.
teen was sent to a correctional insti-'First, for repairs and additions to
me T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wa- v.
tution for three years for stealing a
the county bridge over the Rio Grande
NOTICE
cent. Hut tho stealing of that cent
at Hareias.
' ,. , ,
Second, for reconstruction of a por FOR SALE New furniiure of four-rooshowed that the boy possessed tb''. ,. , '
. ,,
(
"f
"
"
"rt v N,'w "'!y.
house; sewing machine, , lew-e- l
very quintessence of the spirit or ln.
tion of the countv bridge at Corralles.
M"x""ga
s'ove. Cheap, if sold at
iV'o lazo'
Third, lor work upon, and ln the vi
theft; that bo almost strangled a little1
400
nee. e. c. Fuel'.r,
South
Kirl to get her penny away from her
cinity of, the Alameda dyke.
Plaintiff
Fouith sireet.
because he wanted to steal It. He was
Fourth fx dvici. construction at
yl.
-S
pro- - Fi ) ItA LE
A. A. Trimble. 2ti7 North
a thief, thoroughly Impregnated w ith .j.,u 1MIO.VU li
t
!!!. 11. la M. .Viiseo and either work for the
Arno rtreet, has for sale, settings
aisnonctiiy unit wnen lie was ueing
de Rujier. iiecea.n'.l, and ail un- 'ctlon of property from floods in that
of pur., bred black Minorca eggs,
taken away for punishment he turned
known t'laiii.ani s of interests in the vicinity.
Rhode Island Reds, White PlymIiids tan be submitted for either or
and laughed. Theft Is theft. Is tuere
hereinafter
estate,
rial
Plym :uths.
any relationship between that lioy's
outh
all of said four different pieces of
Barred
adverse to the plaintiff,
's
Blown Leghorns, etc. One dollar
worV and the board reserves tho
forcible taking of that penny and
Defendants.
per it:ng.
right
txHtowa4 of a contribution on a
reject or accept any or at!
political iiarty?
'i'.i tbe above named defendants:
bids.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE,
Yon, and each of you. are hereby
Said work is to lie done according
TO'exchaNGE
I have some'ranchei
seen
1
notified
be
plainthat
to
can
specifications which
AMERICANS ARE HE
the above named
to trade for city property. T. L.
GREATEST GLOBE TROTTERS. tiff lias commenced suit ag.iinsi you. upon application to the clerk of the
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
in the above styled
cause, in the board at the court house.
It Is stated that the mob of Amer- above
'
county McSPABDEN The exchange man.
court,
By order of the beiard
praying
of
mentioned
that
See him for business exchanges.
ican tourists abroad is expected 10 he may be declared to lie the owner C
llllll!ssioWT.
300 South Broadway.
how 20 per cent increase this year in fee s.mple of, and that bis title
(Seal)
A. E. WALKER.
..
.......
......
,.lnu..
uu
la
,
-"
v.ana
i
,() ,.,.rlilhl
pro,,. .,1V. IlimieV
'
Lots I'rohat,. Clerk and
Clerk tr TO EXCHANGE I have property iu
who are never at three i:: and four (I) in block "R"
In our population
Illinois
Missouri, Kansas
owa,
Commissioners
tlie
.
County
Hoard
of
U
Mil
.1.....
Hi.
i
()f the Atlantic and Pacific addition
wwi. 1 utjr mi it l lie mmruweru,
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
or Bernalillo Countv, New Mexico.
to the northward; then they lake a , the city of A IliU'iueitiue, as the March 24, 1906.
Albuqui quo property.
Talk with
trip to the west, only to turn upon same is shown e.11 a plat of said ad''. L. McSpadden. 300 South
their steps and go eastward. The dition filed in the olllc.. of ;lie Pro- Broadway,
,. OiHcio Recorder of
joi iney consider mine Knows Hii'i:,il!(. (;,.,
FOUND.
seess them least. As to Europe they liernalillo countv New .Mexico , oil
For n r .., ujnift......h e". . i.t uwarm over there In a great mass.
:.L.,
,.lv llf N(,Vember. ISM', be. and CURE fhe LUNGS
tbtn.nV !ues. Owner can recover
rne steamsnips sail out 01 port mica quieted and that the defendant s be
.,1111..
ailing at tuts entice, prov-iwith Americans seeking pleasure re- barred and forever slopped from
"
I
t
pi
and paying for this 110- sorts abroad. Steamer after leamer, claiming any right or t i
to the
til
e.
larger and faster than their predeces- premises adverse in the plaintiff.
m
b
iv
sors, have been added to the lines, but
You are further notified Unit p'ain-tif- f
Th, .
s attorneys a,e MrMiih n and
Kclehcr, the dealer in
the passenger lists are always full,
pai'iis.
whose
postotticc
and varnishes, and leather
and the staterooms are scarcely ever
address is
Price
rO'JS'JMPTlON
good.-.1.;, :,. ss, saddles, el c, is ,naU- wuipty.
Eleven thousand emigrants Albuquerque, New Mi xico. and that
50c i$l.00
OUGH.i and
ing son,,. il.stantial repairs at his
landed In New York iu one day last unless you enter your appearance
Trial.
r'ree
iOLOS
plat
.!!iness, 4ut Wist Railroad
week. They came over sea, breaking herein on or bcfoie the :'.uih dav f
aXell,'- 'J
entrance has been raided
all home ties, and came here to start April, l'.mi'., judgment will 'be taken
lor Mi
u.ret auU fci;iictet CureTltOCrB-I.fco,
' level and ot her imp, o e- to t',
1 IIHOAT r.'i'l 1AJNO
new homes. But the tourists start aiamst von bv d. lanil.
ment
M E.
remodeling liav e
W. E. I
eeii
liouies nowhere; they go over the sea
or WOKH ItACK.
mad.T. J. ,t- -,
Clerk of said court.
just to stare at other people or laudf.. ,y ttjXWJt.KrtmF'm

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

A Stopped Clock Is
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PORTERFIELD & CO.
110 West Gold Avenue.
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Crime Charges Than

ceif per word, each

QI ANT1TY till QUALITY.
a
ammmrmmmitmmmmmmwwmammmimmmammml .
WE KILL
rUESClUPTION'S
.IfST AS THEY ARE WRIT- - v
IF YCli AR5 COMPETENT
Tp. Imirnt position thrr
hiuh rra'lp
All
TEN. OH ni'I CSE TO TOI CH A to
wlii. h ..ii W..UI4
o.i o.i.
ap n.nr.v op(...rtu:nti'
l.kp 1., cotni.l. r. W li.e o
n''l..m of ptini.lv-tn- r On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
THEM. SOME DUC STORES
t
f..r rik".t tUum.'. r tit lit
nht Wagons and other Chattels; also on
"t
ntpn, ii"l
C.LE.-WE
AT ACITR.U'Y.
flv on in to till all SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
REtlifir rclwinftil.'P ..iitic?n n.l o.ii l.onkl.'t4, whith r
frpc f'.r the asking,
all
DON'T.
tu. OUT luctboilf. Otllcct CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high

,
Full Set of Teeth
jfe
$6.00 W"
Gold Crowns
HOTEL MEN COMPLAIN
$1.50 Up .TV
OF SUICIDE PATRONS. Gold Filling
The hotel men are praying for some Painless Extracting
50c VJ W
escape for their li 'stelrles from the
suicide nuisance. The landlord hires ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARout his rooms to those that come and
ANTEED.
when a suicide comes and delivers his
corpse, giving tjie room gruesome ap-

by
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The Citizen's Classified Colnmns Promote Business
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Suffer

9, 190S.
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They

APRIL

Notarial

work

PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

CARDS

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DENTISTS.
Officer
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD8
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKED
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLD3

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
man.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
avenue.
No. 30S Railroad
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.
DR.

.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

HUST,

Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
ln attendance. Both 'phones.

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

.....,

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R.

and Directors.

&

'JSeFi?;?'?
$500,00e
$250,000.00

m.r

Santa Fe Railway Company

6--

High-Frequen- cy

The State national Bank

DK. W. G. SHADRACH,

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurist for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 3131
West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
p. n
NURSE.
Practice

ol AiDuquerque, New Mexico
Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CAR-N-

Mr. M. R. Wharram,
31, Barnett building.
Auto
phone, 613; Colo., 1G5 B. Hours. 9
Room

to

12

and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-therepand other Battle Creek meth-

A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.

and whit

hearse,

President; Wra.

O. N. MARRON,

y

ods.

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red

Black

0

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice ln all courts of the territory and befoie the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
32

N. W., Washington,

F street

D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. V. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que. N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

s

$5.

"OLD RBLIABLE"

Office Crcm

ESTABLISHED U7

L. B.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

115

LAWYERS.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

$100,000 00
17,000 09

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N.

H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land offlcn
BEAUTY CULTURE.

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
ACCOUNTANT.

Q

IN PLUMBING WE ARE PROUD
To say that our prestige Is never ques-

LAND MATTERS.

methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
ing.
automatic
Electrolytic
massage. C13 West uoid avenue.
Auto nhnne 273.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 Writ
Gold avenue.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

M.

040

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York city. The lates
scientific appliance and tip to date
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tioned. Our reputation for sanitary
and scientific plumbing has been earned only from tho execution, of
grade work in this line, which,
embraces all kinds of sanitary plumbing, gas fitting, steam and hot water
heating. We are always fair in our
price. We carry the finest line of garden hose in the city.
Co.

Standard Healing & Plumbing
Colo., Red 234;

Both 'Phones:
671.

J.

C.

Auto-mati-

BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Always
PAPER
BU1LDINO
PAINT
Covers more looks best, wear
tlQC
Um,
longest, most economical, full
Paint, Olaes, Sseh Doors, ete.
measure.
ALBUQUERQUE H.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

Pllni

isjrsBAiNmrsajNrNai
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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KILLtme COUCH
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Books audEXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared, Improved
systems installed. Twenty years'
guaranSatisfaction
experience.
teed. George II. Browne, 110 South
Second street. Albuquerque. N. M.
A Lucky Postmistress.
is Mrs. Alexander of Cury. Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills to
lie the best renie'tly she ever tried for
keeping the stomach, liver and bowels in perfect order. You'll agree with
her if you try these painless purifiers
that infuse new life- Guaranteed by
all druggists. Pricei 2,"c.
Every vehicle on our floors has
two weeks' notice to get out. We
need the room more than wo need the
money.
Albuqiierquo Carriage Co.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
ssjvBsjrssNkxasiivl

t

APRIL

MONDAY.

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

9, 1906.

PACit TMRtK.

LATEST LINER

YOU WILL HAVE TO HURRY

ADDED TO OUR
OCEAN TRADE'S
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United Kingdom Will LooK
Alter

l

Internal

Its

Water Ways.
DEBATING

The coming Aristocratic Center of Albuquerque.

TORTl'GAS

DRY

Navy Anxious to

"

,

.

'

V

Navy Yard.
Rotterdam, April 9. The New Amsterdam, the latest addition to the
line,
fleet of the Holland-Americastarted Saturday on Its maiden trip
In honor of the
to New York.
event the ship In the harbor displayed flags and when the great liner
passed out of the harbor the whistles
and sirens of the craft in the harbor
gave a parting salute. The liner
a lull cargo of passengers and
freight for New York and expects to
return from New York to Rotterdam
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Watered from the city reservoir; lighted by the Albuquerque Electric Light company.
Full size 50-- ft lots; 75-- ft avenues. Prices from $25 to $150 a lot.
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Level and suitable for immediate building purposes.
Give Cons-
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Campus. University of New Mexico, across

the

from

Ftreet.

Universltyll-.dghts- .

n

SECURE AM OPTION AT OMGE
No

oar-Tie- d

:n April

WHAT SHALL BE DONE
WITH DRY TORTUGAS.
Washington, D. C. April 7 The
Washington, D. C, April 9. The
naval coaling station will not be made
without opposition, although Secretaiy
Bonaparte is somewhat in favor of
the transfer of the reservation to the
treasury department, by which the
place is desired for quarantine purposes. The secretary holds that there
should be some consideration in the
transfer and that the navy department
should be compensated for some of
the outlay at the place, which has
amounted to $500,000. The naval general lxiard has urged that the naval
property at Dry Tortugas be transferred to
The wisdom
of abandoning the coaling plant at the
former place Is much questioned In
notwithstanding
tiiimo quarters,
the
point made by the general board that
it is difficult and costly to fortify, and
would much prove a menace to the
government in time of war by Invltm
the enemy to attack and obtain the
supply of coal kept at the station. On
the other hand It Is maintained that it
Is necessary to keep a coaling station
at the entrance of the gulf and that
there should be liberal expenditure of
government funds In establishing the
defences, which will have to be built
at Guantanamo, if that place Is converted into a base and supply station
and dock yard. Tho fight is becoming
Interesting and it Is likely that before
there is a decision, naval officers who
are in favor tf keeping Dry Tortugas
will be hiard on that side of the question.

Obtain blanks and descriptive booklets free
at the office.
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committee was appointed which recorded an emphatic opinion as to the
necessity of sweeping improvements
if the system of waterways, once the
admiration of other nations, was to
i)c:ir its proper share in the work of
internal transport. More recently the
agitation has been renewed and fostered by certain chambers of commerce and last year the association of
chambers adopted a resolution 111 favor of placing the canals in the hands
of a public trust. A bill with that object was then introduced, but suffered
the fate rf withdrawal upon a technical failure to comply with standing
orders.
ARTISTS PREPARING TO
EFFECT ORGANIZATION.
New York, April 9. The merger of
the Socieyt of American Artists and
the National Academy of Design having been definitely decided upon, prep-- '
arataions are now progressing to per-- !
feet, the joint organization.
On the
evening of Wednesday, April 11, the society of American Artists will give a
farewell dinner, to celebrate the merger. Now, that the merger is practically insured, active steps will be
taken to raise a fund of alout
for a united fine arts exhibition
building, to 'house the dozen art so-- '
cleties represented in the Fine Arts
federation. It Is estimated by James
W. Alexander, that site, building and
endowment will each require alKiut
An attempt will be made to
secure a location In one of the parks
from the city.
MOTOR BOAT SHOW
AT CHICAGO TONIGHT.
Chicago, 111., April 9. The motor
boat show at the First Regiment ar-
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S. Second, next door First National Bank

nuer (lty. New Mexico. Alxn that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the court there has appointed an at- SHE IS SPONSOR FOR
torney to represent the woman. Aa
RFDEL
(Small
VETERANS
ITnldlnir r"laln. V. icnn
she is U destitute circumstances, and
Department of the Interior, United
necessarily unable t0 employ counsel,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
Mr. Eddie intends to watch the proMarch 29, 190G.
ceedings carefully. A peculiarity of
Notice Is hereby given that tho folithe New Mexico law is that either
lowing named claimant has fikni noSTORAGE TENT DESTROYED
the wife or husband in a divorce proT.i effectually rid a home and
tice of his 'Intention to ma-kflnai
ceeding must have been a resident of
BY FIRE AT WILLARD.
01 mosquitoes a teaiupful
proof in support ef his claim under
Fire br ke out. early Saturday morn- of kerosene should be placed In wa- ;the territory for a year prior to Its
scctions ir, and
of the act of March
ing In the large storage tent owned ter closets, In cesspools, In uasins, Institution.
Mr. Kddle says that if
3, 1891 (20 Stats., 854), as
by t.io John Decker company at Wil-la- i liail'.tulis and kindred places. In ad- 1'nrker swears to Hint provision be
amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
cl. in which was stored several cars
dition to being an annoyance, the mos- will commit perjury, and could In that
Stat?.. 470), and that said proof will
o! in i rchandise. The fire was smoth- quito is a real danger as it is a carrier instance be brought back to Uis Au- be made before the United States
igeles. Mrs. Parker is now with her
ered and was under control by C:3o of malaria.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
a. m. The loss will amount to about
sister in Spadra.
Ntw Mexico, on May 10, 190C. vis:
$3uo and the tent. A car of sulphur Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg- Adelaida S. de Otero, for the lot 1.
IMPORTANT TO ALBUQUERQUE.
is still burning and will probably burn
lar.
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
tor a day or two.
Mr. Wm. Thos. I.anorgan, provinrange 2 east, and sections 7 and 18.
This and Find Safeguard
cial constable at C'hapleau, Ontario, Profit by Against
township 7 north, range 3 eaat, and
Many Ills
Human Blood Marks.
says: "I caught a severe cold while
lot 2. sections 12 and 13, township 7
A tale of horror was told by marks hunting a burglar in tho
swamp
forest
Notl.inK
is
more
important
to Albunorth, range 2 east, and lot 2,
s
of human blood in the home of .1. V. ..ifi ia.i.
01
t,
O'ternue. h.m 1 h
,oiii,
7 and IS, township
Williams, a well known merchant of Cough Remedy, I triad i,iium.uiuin
7 nortn.
it, and after people. How can they fill theirofplace
range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
Bac, Ky. lie writes: "Twenty years using two small hrrttles. I was com- In
this busy town unless they are
He name the following witnesses
a?:o I bad severe hemorrhages of the pletely cured."
This remedy is in- well?
to prove his actual continuous adverse
lunirs, and was near death when I tended especially
for coughs and
No
(rouble
one
J
responsible for
possession of said tract for twenty
bean taking Dr. King's New Discov- colds. It will loosen and relieve a more nervoiuj ills, Issleeplessness,
genyears next preceding the survey of
ery.
It completely cured me and I severe cold In less time than by any
debility,
eral
weakness,
have remained well ever since." It other treatment and is a favorite
the township, viz:
cures hemorrhages, chronic coughs, wherever its superior excellence has rheumatic pains, even ill temner and
Placido Salazar y Otero, of Albupeevishness,
than indigestion.
querque. N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
settled colds and bronchitis, and is become known. Tor t,ale by all drugFortunately,
a combination of remtho only known cure for weak limss. gists.
of Peralta, N. M.; Hlglnlo Chavez, of
a
edies, called
stomach tablets.
Every bottle guaranteed by all drugPeralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Alhas
been discovered that nhsolnfelv
gist?. BOc and $1. Trial bottle free.
buquerque, N. M.
FAMOUS TOMBSTONE EDITOR
Miss Josephine Hamilton Nicholls,
cures indigestion and restores to
Any person who desires to protest
THREATENS TO SUE CITY health
Josephine
Miss
IMPROVING STREET CAR
Hamilton Nicholls is
and strength the whole ditho allowance of said proof,
The municipality of Phoenix
Is gestive system.
the beautiful New Orleans girl who against
SYSTEM OF LAS VEGAS.
who knows of anv mibKtnntlui nu.
l is Vegas Is to have
has been appointed Bjionsor for the or
a splendid threatened with a fault for a printing
So reliable Is
in
curing
all
son
under tho laws and regulations
street car system In the near future. hiil. The law provides for the printing forms of stomach weakness and entire south for tho coming confederf the interior department whv such
William A. imddeeke. who is promot- of el ctlon calls in one paper of each troubles that J. H. O'RIelly & Co. ate veterans' reunion, by IJout. en. proof
not be allowed, will be
ing the affair, has the utmost confi- political faith and In accordance t'ne give a signed guarantee fnat the rem- - Stephen 1). Lee, commander in chief. given should
nn opiortunity at the above
recently had published
a fill-y..,.
young
dence in Las Vegas as a growing city, city recorder
lady's
,w,Tn
I,
mn
The
genwas
rnr
a
father
,
nm-ni"i-.v.!,
i
l
ii
fH't-uo"l
in IIIO!
'"l I,...
.n.tm crllL. f..- - fifty cents, and Is eral In tho southern army and Is now mentioned tlmo and place to crosa-fxamland during the past year has fathered ..ll
the witnesses of said clalm-- ;
soma extensive improvements.
Two Republican and Enterprise. The for-- 1 invaluable to any one who suffers with a Judge In New Orleans. Tim family ant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Is an old one In Louisiana.
new street cars f t modern pattern have mer presented and had allowed a bill Indigestion,
nervousness
or
weak
of that submitted by claimant.
arrived in Las Vegas, and will tie put for t'iS, while the Enterprise presented stomach.
Tho confederate veterans' reunion
MANUEL R. OTERO.
into commission as soon as work on a bill for $100 which was rejected.
occurs at New Orleans April
Register.
the trolley wires "mis been completed. Editor John O. Dunbar, who is one
o
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Chamberlain's Salve is good for
Mr. Iluddecke Is counting on heavy of the veterans of the business in Ari-- ,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
any disease of the skin. It allays me
traffic on the canyon line when the zone, says he will sue the city for the!
Itching and burning sensation
Federal Fraternal association converts amount. He charged the regular legal
Postoffice Site Changed.
(Small
Holding Claim No 648.)
For sale by all druggists.
the Montezuma hotel into a sanitarium rate of $1 an Inch.
The postoffice at Tusas, Rio Arriba
Department of tha interior, United
wa
Dunbar
the
editor
of
Tombstone county, has been moved half a mile
and It was with that, end in view that
States Land Otlice, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Epitaph when Tombstone was In Its eusi of Its former location.
he ordered the two additional cars.
March 5, 190(1.
MERCHANT JAILORING
halcyon days, but has been in Phoenix'
Notice is hereby given that the folloNotaries Public Appointed.
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable. f r a number of years and has always
The following notary public was ap- - UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST wing-named
claimant has filed no- -,
A happy home is the most valuable chirged the regular rate for this work.:
Dy
RAILROAD
llagerman yes- AVENUE, O. BAM- tlco of his Intention to make final
possession that is within the reach
The council has offered to compro-- ,(oinieu
proof in support of his claim under
Alfred Jelfs. Raton, coitus
nlay
BINI, PROPRIETOR
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy itsimlpe, but "he declines to entertain any county.
Sections 16 and 17 of the act or
comforts If you are suffering from propositions,
My merchant tailoring siiep Is up- March 3, 1891 (2G Stats..
854). as
Mail Contract Awarded.
rheumatism. You throw aside busl- A. A. Sena of Las Vegas, nas been stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave-cu- amended by the act of February 21.
ness cares when you enter your home LCS ANGELES MAN SUES
where
solicit the patronage of ,1893 (27 Stats., 470). and that said
.awarded the contract to carry the!
and you can be relieved from those
FOR DIVORCE IN SILVER CITY. overland malls from Ias Vegas, San the public. All work guaranteed first proof will he made before the U. S.
rheumatic pains also by applying
The Los Angeles Examiner says: Miguel county, to Santa Rosa, Gunda-- ' class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex 'Court Commissioner at Albuquerque.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. One ap- Deputy
Attorney lupe county, from July 1, l'Jfiti, to June' perlence in the business. Suits made N. M.. on April 14. 190G, viz: Pilar
plication will give you relief and its Eddie hasCity Prosecuting
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and Vigil, for the Lot 1. Sec. 25, T. 7 N,
word that Dr. W. 30. 1310.
continued use for a short' tlmo will S. Parker, received
repaired. The specific 1 use will not It. 2 E., and In Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. X
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bring about a permanent cure. For who
Probate Clerk Walker on Saturday lujure the clotb. Ladles' garments K., lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26, T. 7 N., K.
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sale by all druggists.
tho
home at Sawtelle, while she granted li. euse to marry to Herman hiso cleaned and walking skirts made 2 K.. and Tract A In lot 3, In See. 35.
T. 7 N., U. 2 K., and Tract D, lot 3.
ha.1
sent to visit a sister at Henri Il' in and Kersten Ostergaard, to order. tJHe me a trial.
been
IN
ARIZONA DURING
WAS
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., It. 2 K., and Sec. 2.
O. BAMBINI.
THE STIRRING TIMES. Spndra, has applied for a divorce at both of Albuquerque.
T. C N., R. 2 E.
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mory, under the auspices of the ChiNAVY AUTHORITIES WILL
Power Boat club, opened SaturKEEP BUSY BROOKLYN YARD. cago
day evening. The number of exhibits
denavy
9.
York,
The
April
New
large and includes
surprisingly
part ment has decided to send the arm- is
many of tho best exhildts shown at
ored cruisers of tho Atlantic fleet to the recent eastern
The exthe navy yard at Brooklyn, In accord- hibition will close nextshows.
Saturday night.
ance with the recommendations of ttie
board of const ruction. The first of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
these vessels will appear In re for an
overhauling about the end of this
(Smalt Holding Claim. No. 2"72.)
'mouth and the others will reach the Department of the Interior. United
yard at Intervals of two week. The
States Land Ollice, Fanta Fe, N. M.,
orders are that work on each ship
March f. 1 !Ki l!.
be limited to what may be done
Notice is hereby given that the fol5n thirty days, the idea being a have lowing
named claimant has filed
n
more than two of tlie cruisers at
of his l:rentlon to make final
Brooklyn at the same time.
Other proof In support of his claim, under
ship:-- of the fiVct will appear periodisections Ki and 17, of the act of March
Ilri'oklyn
will
at
and
cally
be docked .'!,
(L'fi Stats., 851), as amended
d
in
some
ail''
mereanil
c.ises and
by the act of February 21, l.sHll, (27
in
a'ly
others,
overhauled
with Stats., 47iH, and that said I roof will
ly n1 'tie:
a view to more extensive repairs in be mane bef re the Enitdl States
n
cxhaiisti
of
the fund commissioner at Albunuerque, N. M.,
the fan. The
lor i are and preservation under the on April 17. 19"0, viz., Eniilio Sancln-zngint
erinR bureaus fi'r the small holding claim No. 2ii72.
const ruet '.v. and
liud its el'l'er- on tlie volume of work in
21 and
25,
township 7
Brooklyn tiortii, range 2 east.
which is piannid for the
repair
and
work
bulk
of
yard. ho the
He names tlie following witnesses
i:ie docking will necessarily t'i prove his actual continuous adverse
most
some
will
be
u'dhouuh
be done h. re.
poshession of said tract for twenty
MM' at N'.rfo'.-y ors next preceding the survey
of
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Improvement Company

Sale Will Be Closed Before 9 a. in., April 20th

25.

The New Amsterdam Is not an ocean
flyer. Its. spied does not exceed sixteen knots, which Is rather slow for an
Atlantic liner. It Is built more for
safety and comfort than for speed.
The steamer has a length of 615 feet;
beam, tiSij feet; depth 48 feet. It
mrasurcs 17,250 gross register tons,
with a displacement of 30,200 tons.
Like the other steamers of the
line It Is const ructed of
fteel, provided with bilge keels and
lias two separate sets of quadruple expansion engines of 10,000 horsepower,
ach set working independently of the
jther, nnd each being capable of running the steamer across the Atlantic
without the least difficulty.
Four powerful dynamcs furnish the
steamer with electric tight. A nouhie
lmttom extends over the entire length
of the ship. Twelve bulkheads
to tin upper deck, dividing tho ship
Into thirteen watertight compartments
and a watertight bulkhead divides the
boiler room into two different,
thus giving the steamer
two entirely separate sets of boilers.
Five decks are set apart f3r the
The
of passengers.
accommodation
first cabin staterooms, accommodating
120 passen;;ei s, are situated on me
ipprr (I"ck. saloon deck and bridge
deck. These rooms ar? remarkably
spacious, well ventilated and accomodate two or three passengers each.
The main salocn Is a large and
furnished room, large, light
and well ventilated. One of the novel
features is the ladies' tea room, which
1h decorated and furnished in Japanese style. The second cabin staterooms accommodate 250 passengers
and are situated on the upper deck,
nit of the first cabin staterooms, and
are finished- in the same style.
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It was the first public message ever flimlied by teleThe Citizen understands that Foraker offered two graph. That was in 1811. The lightning which Franklin
brought from the skies was become1
amendments to the Joint statehood 1I11, having reference had harnessed and brought from
the skies had become
harnessed
and
hal
to tho Independent voting of Arizona and New Mexico. Now a swifter
the luminiferous ether, which perThe first Foraker amendment calls for the Fiil'inis
meates the furthest spaces of the universe and Is so
to upparale voting, after the rotistitiition has been pre- Meet that It encircles the glob" In sb than the winking
pared, and the expenses Incurred 1" electing uieni'ers of an eye, has carried a i"i word message from tho
continent ovei the Atlantic to (lie const of
to tho constitutional convention, In the maintenance "f Aimrican
Kurope. And again the marveling world exclaims "What
tho convention during Its sittings, and In the submission hath Cod wrought?"'
ttt the prepared constitution to separaie oti of tho
The greater wonder is not telegraphy, nor wireless
territories, are all to l.e paid by the government. The coniuiiicatlon. but the mind oi' man which conceived
second Foraker amendment makes no arrangement for them both. The laws and manifestations of nature are
the expenses of tin? election, which precedes the forma- changeless. Only the mind and spirit of man have protion of any constitution and at which the people vol'! on gressed. His Intellect has become so acute and k. In
but one thing Joint statehodd. yes or no. It is the first tune with the elements about him that he Is grow I'm "
Foraker amendment which will probably be Incorporated grasp their meaning.
Into the bill.
All nature is a wonderland.
Miracles abound on
every side. Many of the lower animals are endowed
Rob well Record: During the month of March. Just with senses so acute as to i.". m t, nun uncanny. Fish
past, there were 4)2 homestead and 33 desert claims can see In the darkest depths of the ocean. The moose
The total can hear a sound for many miles. In compulse, man's
filed In. the local United States land otllce.
was 435. Tho largest number of claims ever filed In sight and hea'ring are Insignificant. Hut his splendid
one month before was In the January preceding, when intellect has so aided his senses that with his telescope
181 entries were made. At that time that number was he can gaze Into the furthest mysteries of the heavens;
considered very large, but now the month of March has with his microscope he can penetrate the minutest sehe can see
almost doubled It. This record hns a wonderful mean- crets of Infinitesimal life; with tho
through his very flesh, and seek hidden disease and ining. It shows this portion of the territory Is 'developing right now at a wonderful rate and at a rate never jury; through his telephone he can hear the voices of
equaled or dreamed of before. It shows that right now friends hundreds of miles away; and now he has spanthis part of the territory Is drawing the attention of ned the vastness of ocean by his understanding of the
more people from, the 'central states than It ever did workings of nature.
i
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San Francisco Chronicle: It will bo a great public
convenience "to have a market open, even If only two or
three times a week. In which actual producers, by paying for the privilege, can deal directly with consumers.
It will greatly cheapen such produce as Is usually sold
In such markets. That Is proved by the experience of
Oakland, where they have two market, days a week,
which attract a great concourse of purchasers Including
some from San Francisco, who find that they can more
than save the cost of transportation on two or three
days' provisions. If they are willing to carry home their
purchases. There Is no doubt that such markets,
erly managed, would be very profitable to their owners.
It Is reported that the
Cloudcroft Silver Lining:
automobile line between Roswell and Torrance, which
baa been carrying the U. S. mall for some time, hns
proved such a success that the postoffice department has
offered the automobile company the contracts for carrying the mails In a number of places In this territory
with a view of abolishing the slower stage coach. The
matter Is under consideration and it is currently reported that the company will accept the offer both for
line
this territory and Arizona. The Roswell-Torranc- e
has demonstrated the feasibility of using the "Angel
Makers" for such rurposes and the government desires
to Install other lines.
Las Vegas News: The editors of New Mexico, if
combined together, have the power In their hands to get
what they want in the way of needed legislation at
Santa Fe next winter if they but exercise the power.
Why do they sit lily and not avail themselves of the
advantages that are within their grasp? No false sense
of delicacy should any more deter them In seeking Jus
tice for themselves than It, does In seeking Justice for
others. And when the press of tho territory in a rational
organic and determined manner sets Itself to the achieve
ment of a righteous cause, there is no power that can

resist
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Daily Optic: Clean streets, safe streets, beautiful
streets, clean alleys, clean back yards all these Las
Vegas should have. No vacant lot in the city should
be made a dumping ground for trash. I.as Vegas hns
the natural location to entitle her to In1 the most beau
tiful city in the territory. She has charming surround
Ings, jseautiful homes, line lawns, good sidewalks and
streets that are good in spots. There Is a good deal of
work, both for the city authorities aiil the individual
citizens to perform, however, In order to bring the city
up to the standard which both nature aud art have
raised.
In a recent Issue of

the Douglas (Ariz.) International

American, that paper says: "Thomas Higgins, who has
large mining Interests In Arizona, principally In Illsbee
will erect a modern apartment house, to cost $150,00(1
on the northwest corner of Main and Carr streets, in
Los Angeles. An old adobe structure, said to have been
headquarters for General Fremont, occupies tae lot."
Unfortunately for Arizona, the men w ho make money out
of her mines live elsewhere, as a general ..thing, and
spend their money elsewhere. That Is the reason these
men oppose statehood for that territory. They cure for
Arizona only so far as they can make money by taking
away her natural wealth.
Some of the optimists
Roswell Register-Tribunetill think that there Is a chance that the statehood bill
will pass at this session, with the Foraker amendment
tached. Unfair as it is, that seems about the best that
can be hoped for. Bucked by a proper constitution, the
pro post ion would paps, and It should, but submitted
boldly. It Is more than likely that the miners and others
in Arizona would control tha division. There Is little
fear as to New Mexico It will vote for statehood In any
form, single or double, with or without the Foraker
elimination of tho proposed constitution.
e:

What Made Possible

semi-tropic-

El Paso Herald: One of the best pieces ol new. El
Paso has had for some time is tho information ilia' the
city is to have an
market house. The condition has long been unsatisfactory, with a lot of market
stores scattered on different streets, aud no place where
wagon hucksters and valley folks could stand and dispose of their produce. The need has long been felt, for
market.
a cent

Ijis Vegas, Alliiiipierque anil
Santa Rosa Sun:
Raton are very patriotic, and no polities ruffle tin- - ways
of good government In those muiiicipalit ics. It is well;
both parties will have lots of time to "spit on their
bands" for a new hold this fall.
is all right-bu- t
we notice it always helps the other fellow.
Non-partis-

Santa Fe Eagle: The first fight on the governor has
failed miserably. The next tight, if anyone should be
so foolish as to declare war on him, will fall even more
miserably.
There are honest,
voters
nough In this territory to see that he has a majority of
supporters, in the next legislature, to ussist him in
carrying out a clout), honest administration.
Eddy Argus:
The Argus lias no patience with the
elenieut in the republican party, which, because of defeats suffered in (lie past, is inclined to lie down and
allow the democracy to walk unopposed into the places
coveted. Give them a run for their money. In this way
only will success ever come to the republican party in
the Pecos Valley.
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The Degree of Honor will give a
card party In (Md F. Hows' ball Wednesday. April is. at 8 o'clock p. m.
.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Woman's lb lief Corps at lt d
Men's liall tomorrow al'ternoon at 2::!"
o'clock,

f5,. UNIMy of

---

Thorouchlv Absorbent
Absolutely Hycenic

O

Tin regular meeting of the Wood-nuns- '
Ci.cle will be held tomorrow afo'clock. In Odd Felternoon at
lows' hall.
O
Tile home mission ladles if the
Highland Methodist Episcopal church
will meet wi.li Mrs. Stacy, 32ii South
Second street, Tuesday, April 10, at 3
o clock p. m.
There will be an important meeting
of the Associated Charities Tuesday
aft.rnoon at o'cLck, in the Commercial club. The board of directors, all
committers and the members are
uiv.od to be present.

..
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DR. GLADDEN.
thine own people?

--

Walter street.
cordial invitation
extended to every one.
A

CMIdireint

Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring
NoT'NOUNCCOr'CoTTON'IN

thciCarmcnts

stated session of Ballut Abyad
temple, A. A. O. N. M. Shrine, will be
held this evening at 8 o'clock. All
nobles are earnestly requested to be
present as this is the last stated ses
sion before the spring ceremonial on
May 4. John Horradaile, Illustrious
potentate. J. C. Ferger, recorder.
A
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H'VOUR DtALCR fOR

This evening begins the Feast of
Passover, observed In the home
by the Ceremony of Seder. Wednesday evening at 7:15 o'clock, in the
vestry rooms of Temple Albert, Rabbi
Kaplan will give a number of stereop-tlcoviews of the Passover service
and Old Testament characters in general. This is prepared especially for
the children, but all members, as well
as
are cordially welHie

n

come.
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FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats

0
0

vne FolicY of fhis Store

0
0

WITH BRILLIANT

SERMON

NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATION
OF
CONGREGATION A L
CHURCHES
AND MISSION TEACHERS FINISHES ITS LABORS.
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0

0

0

0
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Not only means the

0

best shoes but it stands 0
equally for honest ad- 0
t
vertising.
0

0
0

0
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0
pairs men's fine shoes
ICCO pairs women's fine shoes
0
lOOOjpairs misses' and children's fine
0
3000

0

0
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shoes.

0

0
X

0
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0
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X
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X

X
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X
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0

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

'"'II

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

0

t
0
0
0

X'V i'::' '

0

'

Jij

0

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0
0

0
0

0

0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Win. CHAPLIN

I

Brunswick

Parlors

Tho finest place in the city to
spend your idle hours.
Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

To-

Gussaroff
Proprietor,

Second street, Barnett Building.

.

Albuquerque

Novelty

Works

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
Subscribe for The Citizen .ud get
the new.
321

0
0

Machine Works

I

MALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; loartlan,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
.rti;.,
Ropmlr on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east Hide ot railroad t'.ack.
Albaqiergie, M. H.

g

Foundry and

Albuquerque

f.

MEL INI & EAKIN,
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M.
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0

0

0

0

CLOSES ITS SESSION

0

0
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is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

'

William Young Walton have Issued Invitations for tne
wedding of thiir daughter. Miss Jen
nie Walton, to Mr. Ralph Lee Hunt,
of El Paso, which will take place on
Tuesday, April 17 at 8:30 o'clock p.
m., in St. John's
Episcopal church.
Miss Walton has selected her sister
Mrs. Will Springer, as matron
of
honor, and Miss Mabel Hunt, Miss
Estclle Lewinson, Miss Anita Decker
of Helen, and Miss Cara Vaile
Ut
ile Rock, Ark., as bridesmaids. Mr.
Hunt has chosen Mr. Melville Sum
mers for best man, and the ushers
will be Mr. Herbert Brooks, Mr. U.
.Bennett. Dr. E. J. Alger and Mr.
Thomas.

i

O

0

Saturday at noon, in the Alvarado
banquet hall. Miss Helen Rodey entertained a number of her friends with
a luncheon In honor of Miss Ada
Campfie.ld, w ho Is to be united in marriage to Howard Clark this month.
Following were the guests present:
Miss Elizabeth Wllley, Miss Glfidys
Childers, Miss Sue Dobson, Miss Erna
Fergusson, Miss Lillian Spitz, Miss
Zitckerberg,
Mabel
Miss
Minnie
Strong, Miss May llazeldlne and Miss
Harrison, of St. Luois.
Florence
s
o
The annual meeting of the Wom
en's Christian Temperance Union as
held Saturday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. M. P. Stamm on South Second
street, at which time a musical pro.
gram or unusual excellence was ren
dered, in which Mrs. DeWoolf, the
harpist, fok part, together with Mrs
Drury, who rendered several mandolin
selections. Miss lleatrice Sleight, who
sang, and Mrs. Drury and Miss Hanna
Sowers, who rendered piano duets
Mrs. Stamm was voted a charming
hostess and tho luncheon she served
during the afternoon was thoroughly
enjoyed by all present.
Mr. and Mrs.

'

Is

n--

Offered

,

Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear

O-

An Faster tea will be given by the
home mission of the Highland Meth
odist church on Thursday, April 12,
from 3 to 5 o'clock p. m. at the home
of the Rev. J. M. Sollle, 224 South

The Xi'w Mexico
Association of
Congregational Churches and Mission
Vouchers closed its present ami 1
session yesterday, with morning and
- lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO evening
services in the Congregational
o olmrcii, most
of the divines and teachers who have been in attendanco leav
ing today for their respective homes.
Yesterday nnrnlns after tho Sal- tto
Imth school services, tho dedication of
the new pip, organ took place, with
00XtOtX(XXXXXXX0XKX)C(XXKX)C00
l.oaut iful and Impressive ceronionios,
which time tho great organ, under
Not only will there be a ladies' day, but a ladies'
tlie manipulation of Mrs. Kaymond
week as well, at the annual reunion of Elks in the city Lester,
was heard to excellent
of Denver, iicm July. A prize has been given by a
mining .nan, Fred G. Shaffer, of Denver, conThe morning devotional exercises at
sisting of a huge silver elk, mounted upon a base com- 11 o'.o, l; were conducted liy Hev.
posed of ore specimens, for the lodge bringing the largest Chii.li s H. Small, one of tho prominumber of ladies to the convention. The elk, as It stands, nent daiues of Cleveland, Oiiio, who
has an intrinsic aiuc of $l,uoo, ami the workmanship deliven d a powerful and entertaining
i,, a very largo congregation.
the beautiful prize makes it doubly valuable. sermon
liMn
In the afternoon from 3 to 4 o'clock
Precious in till which forms the beautiful work of art the wo.
lien of the association held a
was taken from along the line of Good Morning tunnel,
iiieeimn presided over y Mesdames
one of the richest silver mines ()f the state. Every par He.ild and iMrterfli'M.
ticle of the elk. from his Colorado gem stone eyes, down
At 7:1.", o'clock in the evening. Hev.
to where his topaz hoofs are attached to the quartz be IT. W.i ri en K. lay, Pastor Kmeritus
of lie Fust Congregational church in
neath his feet, is typically Colorado.
Mr. .shatters intention in giving this prize was to I.os An., li s, Cal., delivered a brilliant
that
make this the most ni. linkable annual reunion of Elks m .en l.efore a congregation
tiiMil the largo church to its utmost
ever held in point of attendance of ladies. The attend
capad-yauce ot ladies is expected to be fully as large as that
Ke. In. Day is olle of tho most
of men. Of the lodges of the country contesting for 'his
divines'that lias ever preached
prize must be outside of the state and the large lodges a "os ii,.,.) In this city, (lilted
with
of the nearby states. The prize is by far the most costly gr.n.: i! ucHturoK i"il wl'h a power f
oi.ioij Mai moves and sways his
and liiauliful ever oft. red in the t'nlted States for
similar purpose. The artist who designed It and the he.tri., at his command, he delivered
riium that brought clearly the
sculptor who modeled the figure of the elk, are anions i
iiku.i. Uni of the speaker to the tore
..,. . f .1...;- - ..I
t il
:..
fi'li'lki'.iti.rl
,,!
,,: reimburse,, eery o,.e pres
.,,
... .,
,nv,. ,),..... .,,,i: f
w u it ii
in
fin
ii.ii ii ij me cu ust -iur .....i
anv trouble they lniiilit have
was cn aU'd.
..
ii attending.
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Boys
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Framid as Dowie

bt

Meira,

It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

O

The present estimate of their deposed leader by the
people of ZIon is not. probably, far out of the way. He
Is very much the kind of a man that they now represent
him to be. He always has been that kind of a man all
those kinds of a man. No fairly intelligent, person, who
Hoes his own thinking, has ever had any doubt about
him. He is an intellectual and moral monstrosity. How
happened these people to become his followers? What
led them to surrender their property, their families, their
lives, their thoughts to the domination of this colossal
old humbug? He was just as obviously a humbug when
they took up with him as he Is today. He never has
given the slightest reason to any person possessed of
ordinary Judgment, for belief In the claims that he has
made for himself. Why .lid they so greedily swallow
them all?
They will not answer. Probably most of them could
not. They now know they were dupes; how they became so they could not. explain. To others, looking on,
their conduct may be more Intelligible than it is to themselves.' . Many of them, no doubt, were caught by their
Insatiable craving for the preternatural.
It la an age
of science;
superstition still holds wide sway. There
are hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens to whom
that, which Is most Improbable is most credible.
Mar
vels and mysteries are far dearer than facts, just as the
most preposterous romance Is more Interesting to them
than realistic fiction. They want to believe in such
things; they are bound to belic'Ye In them; you offend
them' If you point out the lack of proof; tho man who
will make the most stupendous claims of superhuman
power is the man for their money. They Kmow him
wherever he leads. He may be as careless as he will
about verifying his claims; it will not trouble them.
Many others were made captive by this man's Insolent
and imperative egotism, one who asserts himself
enough can have a considerable portion of his
fellow men at his feet. The more audacious and pre
posterous his demands, the more prompt and abject is
their submission. They are made to be dominated, nnd
are never quite happy until they are the thralls of s into
masterful will. We call this hypnotism, but ihe new
word represents a fact as old as history; it s the sub
jugation of weak wills by strong ones. Not a few, no
doubt, were captured by Dowie's impossible economics.
He had a gold brick to sell, and the market is always
full of buyers. He was going to give you something for
nothing, or next to nothing; to guarantee you all things
desirable, for almost no effort or outlay. That is the
bait to which the gudgeons always rise in the shoals.
We may guess, also, that a considerable number followed
Dowie for no better reason than he had already got a
crowd to follow him. Nothing succeeds like success. It
is easy to argue thai the thing must have merit or elso
such a multitude would, not endorse it, and thus to atb
yourself to the multitude.
Such are some of the foundations on which was
reared this monumental fraud. Such were some of the
causes that led thousands of men and women to give
themselves ami their all to the elevation of power and
authority of one who never was any other than that
which they now declare him to be. It seems pitiful and
incredible that such an imposture should flourish in the
light of the Imh century, but the facts are before us.
Out of them issues a pretty loud cull for the

ooo

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
.is correct.

for

oxxoooxkxx
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Donililg Graphic: Hoineseekers are Just finding out
what many of us have known for years, that this broad
Mimbres Valley has soil as fertile as the valleys of the
Nile, and will grow everything and anything that this
country can produce in the way of vegetables, fruits ami
graiim, except the
productions of CaliWater Is the only drawfornia and the gulf states.
back to this part of the country, and bow to get it is a
problem that Is being rapidly solved. "Co for it," Is the 5
way to get it..

jc--
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Little Miss Grace Stortz, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Storaz, 1124
West Railroad avenue, entertained
OOOOOO about twenty c.f her little friends Sat
urday arternoon In honor of the adThe marvel Is not that John Alex- vent of her seventh birthday. Games
ander Dowii! has come down, but that and other kindred amusements were
he has kept on his pedestal so long. Indulged In and dainty refreshments
His followers now with one voice re- were served during the afternoon.
pudiate and denounce him; even his
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. S.
wife Joins In the cry. They tell him Lewinson, corner of Copper avenue
that he is a hypocrite and various and Seventh street, this evening. Miss
other kinds of unlovely things, and Estclle Lewinson will bo the hostess
strongly intimate that he ktifjws It at. a dinner to be given In honor of
himself. They wasli their hands of Miss Ada Campficid, Miss Strong and
him forever. Has it really come to Miss Jeanette Walton, three young
Easter, will be led
ladies who,
this, Elijah the Terrible?
Art thou to Hymen's after by
their prospective
altar
become a byword and a hissing to husbands.

Such
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Wholesale liqno;

and

Ciar
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Daalers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, Bt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue asd
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mextc.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex-

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG

changes

BEST TURNOUTS

IN

THE

CITY

UNDER TA KERS

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
JEMEZ HOT

Carries

the

SPRINGS

United

STAGE LINE

States

Superintendents
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries

mall;

only line with a change of stock o
route; good rigs, horses and drivers,
ri? leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Fo
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co.. agents, Albuquerque, N. 34., or J
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, perea. N. M

BLOCK.

ad

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Second St.. Both Phones.
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A

cess.

CUM

Cl:lzen want aJ wl'.l get
Try one.
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MINER'S HEAD CUT
OPEN WITH AX
Lone Witness to

Christ-Woma- n
Sidney F. AustiiTExpircs at For Coming Annual Fair Territorial Petit Jury Organ Special Observances in
ian and Catholic
ized at First Shot
Which Completes the
Corner of Silver Avenue
Churches.
Out of Box.
Organization.
and Second Street.

OLD ACF. AND ALCOKOLliM C'.L'iE

FUNDS ARE VERY BADLY NEEDED

t

.

AROUND COURT HOME

Palm Sundav. vestclMay.

was

ob
con-

For Ihe first time

an-nu-

many years,

in

-,

Des--

JUST RECEIVED

0

j

pcrate Struggle and

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

Murder.

HOLY WEEK UNTIL EASTER SUNDAY , MS

the Second district territorial court served In Albuquerque by large
territorial fa'r tills year, those organized
this morning for the jury gregatlons in every church in
it Is

If Allni'jiirrqiH' is to have Its

Siil lit y F. A us in a well kn nvn Al
luiqui npie character, who li :i s been a

JOTTINGS

PACZ FIVl.

AND HOLY WEEK

DISTRICT COURT

ARE APPOINTED

ON THE STREET

PALM SUNDAY

BERNALILLO COUNTY

PRESIDENT

VICE

DEAD

DROPS

EVENING CITIZEN.

ASSAILANTS

ARE

RUGS

JAILED

Special onicer Cade Selvy, of the
Santa Fe toast lines. Is in the city on
official business.
Mr. Selvy
brings
the story of n brutal murder, which
took filace at the Heaton mine, near
morning.
Gallup, yesterday
The
names of the parties could not W
learned, at a late hour last night, but
the details nre these: Two Mexicans
atacked another, one of the two cutting the lone man's head open with
the sharp edge of an axe. A woman
present picked the Injured man up
in her arms, and as she did so, one
oi his assailants struck him with a
brick. Though the brains were
through the nperature made by
Lie axe. the man waa still alive, last
night, but was not expected to live
anv great length of time. The murderers were arrested and placed in
jail.
Mr. Pelvy wns not aware of the
trouble which resulted in murder.

AND CARPETS
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the
familiar fig me about the pi reels fur most benefitted y such a fair,
trial of cases by securing a full Jury city,
special services ami special
many yiars past, having conn- - to this
they arc from the first venire called. The musical features. It also began the.
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
llll-- t
,.' tl,., (i nl r l" Miin tl.i.,., nfirO rnhl, will have to show that
most sacred week in the entire.
,i,i. m.ivi
irons of luiv'ir; last years Fill" first venire consisted of thirty-sif.n
Holy
Week,
calendar,
citizens,,
called
Christian
from
them
and
2:30 o'cl :ck, while being assisted Into, res repel tel. by linanciauy com. us were selected the following
twenty-fou- r and, in accordance
with custom, from'
organization,
a cal) Ht tho corner of Silver avenue to the aid of the
w
err w w
eligibles:
time immemorial, all social affairs!
by
two
Ike
and Second stre.t
wbkh has inn omp'.eted, and which
will be put nsble until after Easter.
Francisco Duraii. .1. F. Sulzer.
proprietor
ami A. M. .Mon-lii- ,
Garcia, J. B. Nlpp, B. H. Brlges, Sunday.
wout d i.p and straightened out
tf the New York saloon, who were has
D. H. Boatright, Antonio J. Garcia.
The prettiest Sunday of nil the year,
under
possible
us
is
as
far
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Austin,
was
who
Iry'ng to net
aUut
J. Wl Hilllard, Vicente is Palm Sunday. Palm Sunday 's a
existing irciiins.ir.iciR. and which is Jesse
18 years of ace. to a room.
ahead, provided Arias, J. S. Hue, Thomas Seward, D. feast of joy, or the anniversary of a
only vailing to
The tlJ man was first notlceil
brpport is pledged A. Dinner; Sotelo Apodaca. Frank Lit feast of Joy, and the women ami
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between
contract
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who advistd the old man to take
is the most dramatic and interesting
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officials
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company
the
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Hp.
walk, in an effort to sober hlin
Jose P. Garcia, Luke Walsh and P. of Bible history.
Wagner left been entered into, which gives the
Shortly alter Officer
Yesterday, as one walked through
in Metzgar.
park
traction
the
association
fair
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and Morelli, who were"
streets, one could see young wo
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exception
first
jury
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for
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entirety,
with
its
lying
going home, found the old man
men and small children carrying in
may trial (he
Territory
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week
of
whatever
the
for
Hall,
Casino
In an alley. Knowing who he was,
adNeponiocfno Duran and Candido Vi- their arms the palms, blessed at the
they aroused him and started with him ie selected as tofair week, and in $30 gil,
charged with assaulting
one altar of the church. And In the home
association
the
pledges
dition
1o the I.ob Angeles rooming house,
of n devout family one could have
weapdeadly
work.
good
Montoya,
NVsnrlo
with
tilong
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the
help
to
where Austin told them he had a
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
on
night
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2, 190fi. The seen the long tropical green growth
proportion
of
on
from
support
the
the
of
The
room. Tno proprietor of the roomover the ninntel or laid
ex- evidence for the prosecution went to crossed
Indirectly
has
been
benefited
those
ing house, however, disclaimed Austin
Spelter.
generous and it now seems show that the defendants were mem against the window pane.
Are the pride of the home and the charm of the city. We have Ihe kind
as a lodger, and his two friends start- ceptionally
April
9. Spelter,
St. Louis, M
What the Palm Mean.
benefitted
Old Town militia com
directly
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niake good in the way of financial pany, and were on their way home af
him.
New ter drill, taking with them their arms Sunday of nearly 2,000 years ago, but
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and
help,
to
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Hoe
25c and up
At the corner of Second street and
Lead and Cooper,
Mexico a territorial fair tnat win for the purpose of putting them In today it has In it a ring of joy, which
New York. April 9. Load, quiet, at
Shovels
50c and up
Silver avenue a carriage was called eclipse
held shape for inspection, and that they It could not have bad then because of $5.32
ever
anything
splendor
in
.
18-copper,
Rakes
3'5c and up
and just' as the friends were assisting before in this line.
stopped at a saloon on the Highlands the sadness whlrh was a part of the
Rubber Hose
12c
the old man Into the carriage, he gave
life of Christ.
of this year where the prosecuting witness
was
association
The
fair
Wool
Louis
Market.
St
Cotton Hose
.,.10c
a gasp and fell back, limp. The driver has a number of outstanding claims drinking.
Palm Sunday today means
the
other
several
and
He
9.
Mo.,
April
mar
Louis,
Wool
St.
Lawn Settees
of the carriage was dispatched for that must be met before the work tn drunken men asked the defendants bringing of palms from all the world
$2.60
ket steady; territory and western me
A complete line of Nozzles,
Officer Wagner, who, arriving upon arranging
coming fair can be for a drink, which they refused them, to grace the Christian churches.
for
the
21 tfi 25c
diums,
medium,
22ff29c;
fine
Sprinklers and Hose Menders.
the scene a few moments later, called gone
At trio church altars they have the fine, 18(?i 21c.
with, and these claims and that then a free for all fight oc
City Physician Elder, hut the, old man makesahead
necessary for a larger initial curred. In which It Is alleged the de natural palms, fresh nnd living, newly
GARBAGE CANS...
it
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had expired before the p'nyslcian subscrintion to be secured at the out fendant Duran, used his bayonet on gathered from the soil, and around
Chicago Live Stock.
$1 and $1.25
reached him.
fragrance
Is.
them there
the curious
Chicago, April 9. Cattle Receipts,
than was necessary heretofore, the rump of the man Montoya.
any
part
Undertaker Borders was called and set
to
Delivered
of city.
as
pincy
woods.
of the
5,000;
market strong to higher
On account of the large number of
the owners of amusement resorts
the body was removed to that estab- and
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come
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for
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to
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It
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case,
heifers.
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and
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witnesses
the
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lishment, where tw-letters rroin ward and assist the assocation in doubtful If the testimony can be brought to those who lay at death's $1.505; stockers and feeders, $3.8
Colo-- ,
Phonel.lli
118 GOLD AVENUE
brothers, R. V. Austin, a druggist of clearing
door, for It was thought that the (K4.75.
away these obstacles to pro
South McAll8ter, L. T., and F. J. Aus- ceeding with the work of the coming completed during the day.
n
pro
bruised palm would
smell of
Sheep Receipts, 25,000; sheep, $3.60
HOME SUPPLY COMPANY
tin, a physician of Sherbrooke. Quebec, fair, by assisting financially.
Argument was finished In the Wash- long the breath a few hours; and in iff 6; Iambs, $5.50 8.65.
were found upon his person. He also
in
sight
of the palms crossed
ington mine case on Saturday after- Ireland the
The outstanding clnims amount
has a brother In. Montreal, Canada, round numbers to $4,500. and unless noon. This and the
In above the mantel, over the hearth,
Provisions.
who Is a banker.
n
Chicago, April 9. Following were
was
token that no evil spirit could
these oblgatlons are met it is almost the case Of the Bernalillo county as
These relatives were communicated certain that Albuquerque will not sessor legal puzzle, have been taken enter while the green emblems re- closing prices:
THERE WON'T BE NO BUTT 1
with, and in accordance with t'neir have a territorial fair the coming fall. under advisement by Judge Abbott. mained there.
Wheat May, 78c; July, 77c.
wishes, the remains will be buried in Officers of the fair association assert The title of a valuable piece of mining
The palms today, llko all church
Corn May, 46M,; July. 45.
For the "kid" who apes his elders in
.
this city, the funeral ceremonies tak that unless they receive very liberal proii-ertOats May, 31c; July,
in the Oochlti district Is at decorations like the evergreen, the
fondness
for smoking. If the cigax
ing place from Borders' chapel tomor support from those most benefitted by stake In the first and t he result of the Easter lily, and the flowering shrub,
July,
Pork May, $16.274;
$16.32.
row afternoon at. 2:39 o clock, Ke-v-. A. the falr.it is very doubtful if a terri- other depends whether the county are treated Joyously, not somberly,
smoked Is a Wllte Lily. You sea the
Lard May, $8.57; July, $8.72V4.
(5.
Harrison, officiating. The Inter torial fair will be held in Albuquer- treasurer or the court Is to shoulder and to know that they wave over the
Rllts May, $8.72; July, $8.82.
White Lily Is so good U the wax
ment will take place in Falrview cem- que this year.
the responsibility of paying out $4,- altars Is to feel that the spirit of
through, clear to tho last half-l- i
,
Quotations.
Closing
etery.
Stock
as515.30, commissions of the assessor churehly revelry prevails in the choir
Those connected with the fair
that its smoker Is loath to throw JVC3.
New York, April 9. Following were
Austin has been doing odd jobs sociation who are in a position to of Bernalillo county, to which thetwt) and in the congregation.
city
several
months
?
for
around the
that little bit of fine,
toVery sweet are the symbolic figures closing prices today.
know state that they beiieve that officials lay vigorous claim.
92
past, working a greater part of the those who are most benefitted by the
of the palms. In the paintings beau Atchison, common
bacco away. Try & White Lily
rvl
103
pfd
larceny
Atchison,
charged
with
Jones,
time at the St. .Taseph's hospital. He fair will come forward as soon as they
Frank
tiful boys bear long branches, singing
you'll know yourself.
143
was an habitual drinker, and this learn of the urgent need of funds, and of a shop, this morning withdrew his to the altar: or lovely girls carry New York Central
141
coupled with his advanced age, is the true state of affairs, with a hearty plea of not guilty made on Saturday them, all robed in white the pa:ms Pennsylvania
68
Southern Pacific
supposed to have been the cause of financial supiort and assist these men and entered a plea of guilty. The triumphant in their arms.
154
prisoner was remanded to jail to
I'nlon Pacific, common
his sudden demise.
With Palm Branches
who have gained a territorial repu90
Hon. H. S. Rodey, of this city, who tation as fair builders, in building up await sentence.
Jones is the man
There was once a time when all I'nion Pacific, pfd
1132 WEST RAILROAD AVENU1.
109
on the the beautiful women of the day were Copper
has long been acquainted with the another fair that will eclipso all who was caught
41
out
pistol
S.
wno
S.,
V.
man,
common
filching
painted with palms In the hand. Then
a
has former efforts.
and
relatives of the old
fith of the month
'...107
known the family for many years, has
l,una. of the of a show case at the store of the to carry a palm meant to bring peace U. S. S., pfil
President Solomon
company.
from
charge
halls
He
of tho remains and will fair association, has appointed
taken
ti the home, and tne woman palm
the Whltnev
Kansas City Live Stock.
look after the arrangements for the , following vice presidents for the dif Bishee, Ariz.
bearer was the one whose spirit was
Finest Whiskies
Kansas City, Mo., April 9. Cattle
a perpetual olive branch of harmony
funeral.
ferent counties of New Mexico, in ad400
including
south8.000,
Receipts,
Special
Sale.
Master's
and good will.
dition to those already named for
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
W. E. Dame, acting in the capacity
Then there came a time when the erns; market strong to loc higher; 0
Bernalillo county, all of which have
NEW TRACT OF LAND
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
chancery,
southern
In
special
this
master
of
palm leaves were arranged in classic na"Vl steers. $4.25 6;
been approved by the executive com morning
$3.75(U5.25;
southern cows.
sold to Snmnters Burkhart form when thev
forottn.l the steers,
....
IN THE LOWLANDS mittee:
..
SAMPLE AND 0
,. feetMtrt,.,!
$2..riiii 4.23: native cows and heifers.j j$
tlu'.v
i
'
the' attorrtfy. the following described
"
"
Virn Presidents.
2
West
0
Railroad
Avenue
S i stockers and feeders, $3S
20,
,,.,..
17,
5.1
19
property:
CLUB ROOMS
18.
fi
of
$2.25
h5,i,,i
and
Lots
ut
on,i
,.ruu,.,i
i.r,.,.
ti.r.
San Juan county Hon. Granville
's
The Albuquerque Traction
& Armljo
and Tin- - milniM nt't ..if ii. i,e,.tu nf the 14.80; bulls. $204.15; calves. $36.75;
AV. Prewittof the block C. Baca
J.
and
Pendlton
next lino will be built in the
a piece of land known as the Ignaclo lace and the figure better than auy western fed steers, $3.75(55.25; west-rTimes-Hustle- r.
lowlands, and not. to the mesa, and Farming ton
fed cows, $2.754.G0.
flower that grew, and the great paintO. Martin and B3ca property, consideration $1,4H)
Dr.
P.
County
Taos
rumors to that effect, says Colonel
market,
10,000;
Sheep Receipts,
This is the closing chapter of a case ers of the court of that day sent miles
Joseph.
Hon.
Antonio
Greer, have no foundation whatever.
;
lambs, $3
D. entitled Elias Chavez vs. Ben Myers, and miles to get long palms for the steady; muttons. $4.50
THE FIRST LESSON
Hon.
T.
County
Rio
Arriba
company
The Surety Investment
administrator of the estate of Rafael classic subjects in which they clothed ffiti.C.o; range wethers, $5.505.95;
IN BREAD MAKING.
will open a new tract of land in the Bums andFt- -Alexander Read.
In
6.05.
courts
Armljo,
ewes,
which
$4.25
has
the
fed
been
and posed their fair patrons.
County A. J. Loomis,
Santa
Is the most Important cf all; thai
valley as 8:on as the line can be
1903.
since
And Palm Sunday betakes not a lit
Santa Fe Kagle; Hon. L.
Is tho selection
of proper flour.
built to the same, having made the editor of ihe
tle of Kasier, for the Kaster lillles are
Prince,
Is no difficulty about this If
There
arrangement with the Albuquerque Bradford
brought out and the palms are mixed
Colfax County Orrln A. Foster, ed- SOCORRO TO HAVE
Empress flour Is chosen. It Is so
Traction company to extend the line itor
with the lovely white blooms, and
of the Raton Range, and Hon. J.
good and makes such sweet, white
to its new addition.
A CANNING FACTORY ineir iragrance scents the green.
II. Van Houten.
and
nutritious bread as to be unHut high above the altar, high TUESDAY,
Union
Charles
County
Hon.
APRIL 10th
surpassed by any milled. The beat
MORTUARY
above the potted lilies, over the pink
Schleter and Mateo Lujan.
bread makers use It for that Tery
Roosevelt Comity W. E. Lindsay IF CAPTAIN M. COONEY'S PLANS clusters of flowery plants brought out
reason.
DO NOT MISCARRY
SPEAKS OF for Kaster, aloft far atop the flower- -'
and V. O. Oldhnm.
Mrs. Sarah J. Miller.
Quay County Max Ooldenberg and
HIS
TRUCK ing shrubs, unci dwarf trees, nil wavEXPERIMENTAL
Mrs. Sarah J. Miller, who was ill
ing with bloom and scent, stand the
C. A. Morse.
for six weeks at her home. No.
FARM.
palms. And as sentinels of Kaster
Guadalupe County C. A. James
North Arno street, died yesterday afone beholds them saying that Kaster
wholesale Agent,
ternoon at 4 o'clock. She was horn and T. A. Wright.
Captain M. Caoney, one of the
114 West Copper Ave.
Chaves County "W. S. Praeger and
in Nashville, Tenn., December 29,
of Socorro county, and one of day is not far off.
1832, but came here from Paducah, L. K. McGaffey.
the best known citizens of Socorro,
Eddy. County I,. O. Fullen and D. was In the city over Sunday visiting
Ky. She was a Bister of John W.
HUMAN HEARTS" DREW
A. Cameron.
Sawner, years ago sheriff of
with friends and acquaintances. CapMora County Epeminio Martinez of tain Cooney, after whom tho Cooney
county, Kentucky. The deA GOOD HOUSE
mining district was named, is at presceased leaves an adopted son, Frank Wagon Mound.
San Miguel County R. E. Twltcholl ent engaged In experimental
Moore, to mourn her death. The
farm
A large- 8
funeral took place this afternoon at and Antonio Lucero.
work at his home in Sicorro, and has night to audience wasK. out Saturday
witness
W.
McinNankevllle's
County
Torrance
William
l)oreil
undertaking
parlors
A.
of
Borders,
one of the finest wells in that
the
vicinity, with a view to pumping Human Hearts," presented at the
with burial In Falrvhsw cemetery. tosh and John W. Corbett.
Sandoval County E. A. Miera and water for irrigation purposes. Speak- hlks' theater by a very good company
Rev. Ernest Crawford conducted the
ALBUQUERQUE
3
players, happily cast, and with
CATHEDRAL
ing of his enterprise, Captain Cooney of
funeral services. It is requested that Joseph Biho.
edmuch special si en. ry. The nielo-dra- ARADO
McKinley
I..
County
HOTEL
E.
Gould,
:
papers
please
IxJuIsvllle and Paducah
said
ma was well played and pleased all the
C O M M E R C I A L
itor of the Republican, and lion.
CLUB B U I L D I N G.
copy this notice.
"We struck water at a depth of attendance.
Alexander Bowie.
A U S T R I A N
seventy-fivC H I N A
but.
not
feet,
after
until
BOY
MARVELOUS
SINGERS.
Valencia County Hon. John Becker we had gono through several strata
William F. Barry.
Helen,
and Hon. Sylvester Mirabel of gravel, penetrating one big boulder
RONEY'S BOYS.
Under auspices of
Yestenlay morning about 1 o'clock, of
San Rafael.
I ne
next attraction hooked at the HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASS'N
toughliorlng
through
William F. Barry, a resident of Albu- of Socorro
one
of
and
the
Bur-suCounty Hon. H. O.
ICIUs'
theater Is "Roney's Hoy's," a
querque for the past nineteen years,
beds of clay I ever saw.
and E. A. Drake, editor of the est
passed away at the age of 59, at 'nis Socorro
we did reach it. youthful aggregation of musicians and Matinee Price
water,
however,
25c
when
Chieftain.
came with a rush, and is sufficiently vocalists who will be here April 10, Evening Concert
South Edith street, from
heme at
50c and 75c
H.
County
and
W.
Sierra
Williams
auspices
the
of
undr
the
plentiful for all puriHises. For twenty
a complication of diseases. He leaves W. H. Ditcher of Hillslxiro.
mh school
117 Gold Avenue
twenty-fiva wife and sister, who were with him
minutes after we struck Athletic association. 'Hie Ronev's Reserved seats on sale at Matson's
W. H. Taylor of or
County
Grant
Hoys'
Conc
company
is
ert
known
from
at the time of bis demise. Deceased Dwyer, and W. D. Walton of Silver water it. rose rapidly and flowed over
the sides of the casing, convincing us .Maine to Mexico ami from the golden
was 1orn in Baltimore, Md., and was a City.
shoes
to
of
California
the bleak coast1
if we had gone, say 100 feet
machinist by trade. The funeral cere
AN OPPORTUNITY
Luna County S. S. Dlrchfleld and that
deeper, we would have struck an ar- of the New England states, and has
monies took place this morning at 9 Sig. Unilaui-- of Denting.
met
with
success
troncepuniversal
wherever
tesian
flow.
o'clock from ihe Immaculate
saving in your office
For
Dona Ana County II. B. Holt and
"I have thirty-onacres planted in appearing. The boys have also ap-- '
tion church, interment, in Santa Bar Nestor Armljo of
wi.rk is found In tho use of
Cruces.
Iis
peared
foreign
in
countries, and
ninny
which will be irrigated enbarn cemetery.
County J. A. King and vegetables
Otero
LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
tirely from th(. well, and it will keep before crowned heads, riving satisfacSTORMING?
GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Henry J. Anderson of Alamogordo.
styles and sizes made in
tion
pcrforniatire.
The y will
each
at
gasoline
engine
a
going
the.
time
all
Ruidi.-.illLincoln County Leo li.
FUNERALS
Tho
Telephone
Rive
shop.
own
orders
two
..inmatinee and
to pump it cut. and Judging from
Shop by Telephone.
of White Oaks.
extra supplies.
night.
We can rule and finish any
I do not believe
indications,
pies,
ni
secretary
The
of the fair associa- we will l,f
Uiiid of special forms.
Mrs. Grace Houghton-Gunsu- l
abb to pump it dry for
tion
instructed
to notify many
k
TOO TIRED TO GO?
to
our STATEMENT
The. Mineral ceremonies over tbe these has been
moons
COURT
come.
POLICE
to
HUSBAND DETAINED?
appointvice presidents of their
I.ElMiKR SYSTEM,
for
remains of Mrs. Grace Houghton-Gu"At present I am busily engaged in
ment, which appointments
complete
He can Telephone.
Telephone.
I'so
tho
winner."
merchants,
sul, who died in Roswtil last Wednes- the organization of
"it's a
capital in a canning fac9
the fair associa- interesting
Several participants ,f a Sunday
day afternoon at 4:43 o'clock, took tion.
tory for Socorro, and 1 am sure that
IN
A
TELEPHONE
YOU
YOUR
NEED
nouse,
in
HOME
.,inmg
r
.Navajo
iow
near
ine
place yesterday aftern "on from the
Judging from current talk on the ii is only a matter of time until we
I.uin I" r company
American
FirM Methodiht church at 1!: ;M o'clock, streets and with some ()f those who will hae one there, and Dial it will tile
li O K II1XDKK S
Rev. Rollins officiating. The church are most benefitted by the annual be a paying proosi:i ,n, goes with- plant, were before poiiee Judge Craw 5
lord tin morning giving their differ
was crow iled with friends of the di fair, the officers of
out
saying.
fact
is
that
water
The
the association
versions of tie- - affair.
ceased and family, and the flora! tril will receive the heartiest support, es- plentiful in the valley will be an in- entJudging
videnee, t"uero
from the
utes li:. rally covered the beautiful pecially after these citizens who are ducement fur the farmers to put in must
.I leak in the
&
casket. The choir was composed Of so benefited have been made ac truck gardens and truck gardens will Sundayhave been a ib
"lid" yesteriav. for most of
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
vocalists with whom the deceased had quainted with ihe urgent, necessity of assure success for the canning fac- the
RAMSAY'S TEACHERS' AND
Filii:
ieclged to be' 'k i.
participants
LOANS
often satin in her youthful days In tnis getting all outstanding claims paid, tory."
AGENCY
ing
STENOGRAPHERS'
Intoxicated
city. An exceedingly long liu0 of ( ar- before the actual work of organizing
Speaking of the liohemian colony
Automatic phone 451.
The- proprietor of Hi.- place was
the
Exchange.
Woman's
With
f
Chicago,
N'
ris g. s foil wnl the remains to the the twenty-sixt- h
Max
Kirschman,
that
10
Bulldln
rm!)o
is
T
ItiKiiti
animal territorial
c iiipliilning wlin. - saving that
after
Fairview cemetery, where interment lair, for l lie year i
PoMt ions secured for competent
can be gone preparing to locate near Socorro, Cap tw or t hre..
vhil roomers
his
look place.
teachers, stenographers, bookkeepeoocoooccoocxxcooocxxxxxx
ahead with, and from present ap tain Cooney said that he thought it had loaded of hp
on
bad
booze.
pearances and prospects the coming would do great good towards boosting hey i,r().
ers and office help generally.
j,.,) t,, ,:,
Knelt a din
Sidney Austin.
YYootlon & Myer,
School boards and others desiring
fair will be one of the greatest and that city along on its pathway of
j
pl.i '
no
that
one
on
the
sleep.
could
as i be liohcmians ar- a thrifty A free f.- - all tight t. "I; place,
teachers, etc., should c rresiKnd
The funeral services over the re- most glorious fairs ever held in Albualso,
class ;;nd very desirable neiglil.ns.
with Us. Have a go.nl list registered.
mains of Sidney Austin, the aged man querque.
Two c.f the pari '""s Ploaded
at the corner of Secwho fell
an,
guiliy
$lo
filewere
costs,
and
NOTICE.
'Roney'i Boys."
Ramsay's Typcwritoriuni
and Silver avenue early
ond str.-.rengtb of the
wulle the third, on t!..
Sunday morning, will lake place to- "Only in dreams I've listened
I am
part ie.s of any si ruight storv he
pared
li.
discharged,
take
pi'
to
i.is
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
Borders'
To the music of the spheres,
morrow afternoon from
i. iimb' r to any jxiint in the mountains,
Alter being 'diM-haithe prisoner,
AND RENTALS
All kinds of second 'iiand typechapel at '::iit o'clock, Interment in And harps and songs of angels-- during the coming reason, in my wag- whose name is Schaf'
made an eb-i- s
writers bought, sold, rented, reThe voices of happy tears;
Fairview iiii.tery.
onette, tli.. "Mliiiiehaba," at reasona- 'Pient pi. a lor one of
friends who
paired, . M'hungetl and rebuilt.
Ranches and Farms
I'm now my prisoned fancy
hail already pleaded g '', saying thai
L. C. WARUWKLL,
ble rates.
TypeAgents for I'nilerwmd
Has an earnest of their joys.
Sl':5 South Arno hreet. t!)is particular frl ie! a as sober and
PARKER HOUSE ROLLS.
writers. Always a good slock on Large. Airy Rooms. Pres Very ReaF r I've le ard the earthly cherubs,
took n, pan in Hi.- p "eedings, bur
Correspondence Solicited.
sonable.
hand from which to choose. TypeVvt i y day.
That are christened "Roney's Hoys."
Com., in and read the tags, Prices as be had already '
123 S. Third St.,
red a idea
Parker lions rolls
f
writer RiIiImiiis a special' v.
Hear i li
at the Elks' theater on speak louder than pr inises.
Albu Kuilty, then, wa- - !'!
ALHUQL'ERQL'B . . . . N. M.
I.iave orders and will deliver. 711
iloing fur
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S. RAMSAY, Mgr.
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SIX.

A&E

TELLS CONDITION

Is simply Weakness, or Laziness

BEGINS THIS EVENING AT SUN-SKT, AND WILL BE OBSERVED
IN THIS CITY AT TEM- PLE 'ALBERT.

Want of Exercise, Indoor Employment,
weakens these
Just as It
weakens Arm and Leg Muscles.
Castor Oil, or Glycerine. lll grease th
passages for one load of Food at a time,
but these lubricants can't help the Causa
of Delay.
Bowel-Muscle-

CONDITIONS

SOIL

OF

SUMMARY

Prof. .T. J. Vernon, Irrigation expert
of the Agricultural and Mechanical
college, a Mcsilla Park, will lit- In
Wednesday. April IS. for
the purpose of lecturing before the
Albuquerque Commercial dub on t lie
Miljeet of Irrigation by pumping.
Tho Irrigation committee of the
Commercial clul). composed of K ,. S.
:w liorradaile, W. V. Strong.
ver.
.. if y and K. W. Ibson. will
A. U
acco-.i:- ;
'.i y Y r. Vernon on a trip ui
trip various punipinK
inspe.
!o
in t.iis vicinity, which
in us
Iilant
!ie will
trior to hl.i addressing
tho cl.u In tli.- evening.
Iror. J. 1). Tinsliy. scil expert at
the V. il.a VtV. college fxperinient
station. Las also been invited to address the Albuquerque Commercial
club and will arrive at Rome uiture
data for that purp ae. In the meanSecretary
time, Pr.f. Tinsley has
McCanna the following summary or soil
conditions in general, in ihe valley:
may
The principal characteristics
be summed up briefly, as follows:
They are true alluvial soils, navins
been mainly deposited by water.
The depth of the soil Is very variable, varying from a few inches to ten
or twelvp feet, down to the sand,
which underlies them.
The surface soil is very variable In
texture; One spot may lw. nearly pure
while a short distance away there may
be a heavy clay.
This variability permits of select-Inland suited to any crop adapted to
our climate.
The soils are quite fertile and the
use of the muddy water of the Rio
Grande keeps up their fertility. Even
very sandy soils which would be rejected elsewhere
because of their
lack of fertility, produce very good
crops when watered with the muddy
water. While the soils are naturally
quite fertile, they respond readily to
fertilizers.
As a whole the soils are quite free
fpam injurious amounts of alkali. The
alkali when present is always of the
white variety, black alkali being of
rare occurrence. The land on which
alkali gives trouble usually has the
water table close to Che surface.
Office Chief Quartermaster, 'Denver,
Colo.. April 7, 1906. Sealed proiHsals
In triplicate will be received 'here until 11 a. m., on April 17, 1!K6, for
transportation of Military Supplies,
Route No. 3, Wingate station, N. M.
to Fort Wingate, N. M., during the fiscal year, commencing July 1, 1906.
U. S. reserves right to accept or reject any or all proposals. Information furnished on application.
Envelopes containing proposals should
le marked: "Proposals for Transportation1 on Route No. 3, addressed
C. A. II. McCauley, Chief Q. M.
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Whether you get a deliciously wholesome, genuinely pure cane sugar syrup that you can depend upon year in and year out.
In the process of refining we bring out all the
g
delicacy of flavor-th- at
smooth
taste
d
found only in the
West India cane

.

.
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This even iiu lupins the Fciim of
tile Passover, i bscrvod in the home
Wednestiy tile O! iii;iiy f Seder.
day evening at 7: 1.1 o'clock, in the
veMry rooms of Temple Albert, iltihhi
Kaplan wlllgive a unmix r of store. ;
vlcwa o!' the Passover service
ami Old Testament characters In g' tidal. Thin Ik piepared especially for
the '.liidP'ii. but all members. US well
as in nmcnihcis, are cordially wol- -

Salts, Calomel, Jalap,
Phosphate of Soda, Mineral Waters, simthe Bowels for the one occaply flush-osion only.
They do not rmove the Caure cf Constipation.
Moreover, they waste so much of the
precious Digestive Fluids, In the flushing
process, that it takes a bigcer dose every
succeeding time to move the Bowel load.
But It Is different with Cascarejs.
of the
Cascarets act on the Muscle
Bowels and Intestines. They act Just as
Cold Water, or Exercise act on a Lazy
man.
They act like exercise.
A Cascaret produces the same sort of
Natural result that a Six Mile walk In the
country would produce.
The Vest Pocket Box is sold by all
Druggists, at Ten Cents.
Be very careful to get the genuine, made
only by the Sterling Remedy Co., and
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped

"Physic"

-

Sugar
and ihe Maker

of the

Bowel-Musc!e-

Albuquerque Commercial
Club Members.

MONDAY, APRIL 9, 1908.

It Depends

PASSOVER

j

Bowels

Irrigation txpcrt to Address

'

THE JEWISH FEAST OF

Your Thirty Feet of

OF VALLEY SOIL

CITIZEN.

EVEN'IXO

sun-kisse-

sugar.

That

is

what makes

Towle's Log Cabin Penoche Syrup

Cl.ll'i.
The fi'iiBi eoticluiii h on the niht ot
April l'". The last services ot the
Pa.'.'over will tie held in the church.
Siuii'.ay, the l"th. "t 7:15 p. m.. and on
Monday, tho Pith, at 10 n. mI'assover (Pesach, Pascha) Is the
rirst and greatest of the threw an-

the one rarely good table syrup on the American market. Children will
love it and grown-up- s
who have once tried it will never be without it.
ycu find art Imitation of Log Cabin Penoche It Is not
the best; but Is placed on the market to substitute

-

nual feasts iKejiallm) instituted by
.Moses, at which It was incumbent upon every male Israelite to make a pi
"Penoche Secrets," the book of new candy nnd dessert recipes sent free.
KrlmiiKe to the house of the Lord. U
was celebrated on the anniversary of
YT T7 'OU havo thirty feet of Intestines!
What makes food travel
the. Exodus from Egypt I. e., on the
14th day of Nisau, otherwise called
through them?
Al.ib, the period of the first full moon
A set of Muscles that line
Makers of the celebrated LOG CABIN MAPLE SYRUP and the famotiB
In the sprlnK
and lasted eight days.
Bowels.
or
the walls of these Intestines
LOG CABIN MOLASSES.
In commemoration of the incidents
When a piece of Food rubs the walls
connected with the ureat event of the
ueople. It was ordained thnt unleaven
of the Intestines these Muscles tighten
ed bread only should be eaten during
behind It. and thus It starts a Muscle-wav- e
this festive period, whence it also, as typical of Christ. In its connection ADVOCATE TRUANT OFFI
which drives it through the whole length
BU.ND AND DEAF DAUGHTER
bore the name cf Chag Hamnzzoth won me ucuv uuce m imeai iium
"CCC."
of the Bowels.
and,
(Koast of Unleavened Bread);
CER
FOR
PUBLIC
typify
WANTS HER FATHER
Egypt,
SCHOOLS
bondage
of
held
to
the
It should take about 12 hours to do this
further, that a lamb one year old, and' our salvation from the bondage ot sin;
of
the
parts
whole,
free from nil blemish, roasted
properly, so that nutritious
Its being u sacrifice, and that of PATRONS WOULD HAVE SCHOOL
City Marshal McMlllin is in retogether with bitter herbs, should ain lamb
food may have time to be digested and
without blemish the perfecBOARD HIRE OFFICER TO SEE ceipt of a very pathetic letter from
on
every
hoiicie
the:
In
form
meal
the
FRILNDftl
TO
OUR
FREE
tm
of
as
lamb,
the
tion of the paschal
absorbed.
THAT
CHILDREN
W
ATTEND Rufus Tuniipseed of Ogden, Utah.
want to send to enr friends a oeantlfnl eve. cf the feast.
other sacrificial victims, being supBONBON BOX,
The writer, a young loy 13 years of
But. if it takes twice or three times
SCHOOL.
thanksgiving,
all
with
Prryers
for
beauty
and
the
a
is
the
In colors. It
posed to signify the perfection of
age, wants to know the present
that period the food spoils in passing, and
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as a a reference to the redemption from great sacrifice;
many
other
and in
wiicr aboutacf a Mr. Furrow, who Is
A number of patrons of the Albumeasure of good faith and to cover cost of Cascarets,
becomes as poisonous as If It had decayed
bondage, accompanied the repast, at minor particulars, of which is that
724
with which thls"dafiity trinket is loaded.
querque public schools advocate that his mother's father. The writer says
or
family
of
the
which
members
before being eaten.
t::e
paper.
Address
mentioning this
Send
referred to In John xix. 36, that no a truant officer be hired by the school that his mother has been sick for over
Sterling Remedy Company, Cbicaco or New York. familicj who have joined in the pur""Now, the cause of delay (Constipation)
bone of the paschal lamb was to be lioard
to see that all bad boys and a year, has been blind and deaf for
chase of the lamb had to nppeai in broken.
girls go to school, and if they don't eight months, and he believes that if
travel!r.;; garb. At a later period, a
The paschal meat, as at present
find out the reason why. The sug- - his mother knew something about her
1.
There was but one salary pro- certain number of cups of red wine
betfather that she would feel
CLERKS WORKED
vided for in the act creating the in- were tuperadil'Ml to this meal, to celebrated among the Jews, has more'Kestion seems a good one, as It Is ut ter. "Last time heard of, much
Mr. Fura hallowed family ttrly impossible for the teachers to
the
of
character
out
department
surance
and
and
payable
special
ceremonies
as
which,
its
WITHOUT SALARIES?;of
feast, with reference, however, to the ascertain why children are absent. If row," says the writer, "wa3 running
the general 'Insurance fund,' that of the order of its benedictions were great
national event. The greater a child plays truant once and is not a saloon at Ieadvllle and was also in
fixed, the name S(l:ir (arrangement)
the superintendent of insurance.
of
part
these it may be added here
caught and punished, his success on tho oil business in Colorado." The
given.
was
OF IT
"2. The compensation of the
BUT WERE NOT AWARE
cele- - 'this occasion is always an incentive young writer says Mr. Furrow has u
who
Holy
live
out
of
the
more
was
name
The
Passover
whose appointments are nrosou with him, named Bud. Put the
UNTIL JUDGE McFIE HAD RENDif on the first two evenings, as
i,m fo try again, and it is appar- - family
videil for In Section !) must be paid strictly limited to the flr3t day. in brate
have not heard from them for
at
owing
prevalent
ERED DECISION.
the
n!iupli!il
.
uncertainty
ently
girl
very
easy
to
a
to
or
boy
i
for
lfitnK
tlirt
!..
rtnlirolv
......
i..i
.......
ti'iia
uy me insurance coimmmi-'"'.v,i i..a long time.
,
tiii)uK consumed,
fixing
of
respect
stay
.one
to
with
time
the
afternoon,
out
school
an
cf
for
any
part
reserving
of
the
:to do business in this territory, nnd
new
by
moon
Sanhedrim
the
at
the
yet
parents,
unknown
to
and
their
In the matter of a petition for man-tn- P
expressly
being
of
it
next
to tbo
Wages of the employes provided
Is the Moon Inhabited?
Jerusalem, it was ordained that the give the teacher some excuse that
prayed for by Insurance Com-- j for
section 6 Is payable from the bidden (Ex. xii. in); and the name !"Kxilcs" should celebrate
Science
has proven that the moon
all
their
easily
allays
suspicion.
compel
belonged
to
II.
Sloan,
John
Unleavened
inlssioner
Hroad
contingent expense fund .of $1 ,20 Feast of
,
The duty of the truant officer would lias an atmosphere, which makes life
the auditor of the territory to draw provided for In Section 12, and not rather to the remaining days, on .festivals except the Day of Atone-some form possible on that satellite
which other animal food was eaten; ment on two successive days, a law be to find out why children are absent in
his warrant for tho payment of cer- - frolu t ti o 'insurance fund'
havo
among
orthodox,
; but not for human beings, who
force
in
the
still
bulld-by
calling
first
at
as!
school
the
indisrendered
were
services
accounts
names
for
often used
tain
contingent expense fund!1"',1 the
hard enough time on this earth of
The regulations of the "lamb for Ings, ascertaining who the absentees aours;
crhiUnately.
clerka inhe insurance office in favor
exhaust0(li
amlitor
tne
especially
those who don't know
,
of A E. Perea and George W. ArailjOjr f
Ihe Passover Is generally regarded each house, the traveling garb, etc., are, and then calling at their 'homes thpt Hiec'ric Hitters
warrant8 'pre.
cure headache,
,' ,.,, v7,.
which was heard by Judge
.h'by Christian theologians as at once a are abrogated, but many further sym- - and ascertaining why they are ab- - biliousness,
malaria,
chills
and fever.
sent.
a
none
superadded;
in
sacrament,
the
have
tokens
McFIe In the district court of Santa general 'insurance fund.' "
been
sacrifice and
and
Jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
former character as an eminent type reminiscences, as It were, both of the! This would be a sure way of
Fe county. In chambers, n few days
decomplaints,
kidney
general
liver,
ago, Judge McFie handed down an
from K'gypt, and the sub-- j Ing the young truant, and once or bility and female weaknesses. Unof tho sacrifice of Christ. The death
COMING EVENTS
sequent
caught
will
twice
sanctuary
punished,
at.
very
opinoin last Saturday, denying the
Passdownfall of the
and
he
and
time of the
of Christ
the
equalled rs a general tonic and apprayer of the petitioner, and declining
over Is regarded as corroborative of empire. The order of prayers and strp his truancy. The salary for such petizer for
persons and espsongs
an
on
evenings
would
necessarily
theKO
to
plainly
which
oflicer
for.
be recited
be ecial for theweak
not
is Indeed
to grant the mandamus prayed
this view,
April 10 Roney's Roys.
aged. It induces sound
goes
more
many
salary
of
has
a
passages
the
is
quite
End
than
lengthy and
additions, and
also received
adopted in certain
Th edeclsion
of the
teachtr.
Fully guaranteed by all drug-uist- s.
April 15 Easter Sunday.
songs have doubtless would accomplish nine1.! sleep. Price
New Testament, as John xix. 36, and even medieval German
into the question at Issue In an exonlv nitc.
military20
April
Company
ball.
G's
1
good.
crept
follownijfsyllti-in
a
as
supposed
our
place
7,
In
to contain
which last
haustive manner. The
i
Cor. v.
1
May
Death
Walter
the
Scott,
symbolic
opinion
our
designated
to
will be read with
the ultimate,
reference
bus of the
"Christ
About the "C- tton Cheat" in clothes
Saviour is
Try a Citizen want aC.
Valley miner, in melodrama.
Passover." The Passover Is regarded fate of Israel.
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read Simon Stern's ad on page 8.
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Chest is Complete Without "La Sanad&ra"

Family Medicine

Mo

n

2

9

1

At last we have amongst ud and within our reach a medicine on which we can rely for relief from the many maladies and afflictions of life.
LA SANADORA is a medicine that don't kill pain temporarily, but it cures and heals, restoring you to perfect health whenever you have the misfortune to be sick. Immediately after its use, be it external or internal,
relief is received, as has often been proven.
Whoever uses LA SANADORA is not making a guess nor an experiment, but will get well and 3e cured with a safe, sure and excellent medicine. You may be inexperienced in Its use, but it is very simple in its application and sure in its effects.
,
With each bottle of LA SANADORA you will find a book of instructions.
Read It and don't fear that your time has been wasted, as, when disease afflicts you, you will know how to use this great medicine, and have
the satisfaction of knowing it has saved you.
In winter we are troubled with coughs, colds, and many other painful afflictions peculiar to cold weather. Positive relief and a sure recovery to health will be found in the use of LA SANADORA.
In summer diarrhoea, colic and many other
afflictions trouble old and young. LA SANADORA is an Infallible cure.
This Infallible medicine cures:
Rheumatism, Sprains, Contusions, Scratches, Headache, Sore Throat, Coughs, Stings, of insects and Reptile Bites, Contraction of the Muscles and Tendons, Stiff Joints, Pain in the
Breast and Back, Lumbago, Kidney Trouble, Neuralgia, Toothache, Sore Nipples, Burns, Earache, Catarrh, Fever, Chills, Colic, Cholera, Piles, Pain in the Gums, Itching, and all painful afflictions. For sale at a.' drug
stores. PRICE, 35 cents a bottle.
gastro-intestin-

I

AFTER "LA SANADORA"

HAS BEEN

Territory cf New Mexico,
County of San Miguel,
I. Juan Ignaclo Baca, do hereby
make this declaration under oath:
For the period of three years I had
been afflicted by Malaria Fever, and
lny sufferings were such that I was
unable to do any kind of work, or attend to my business. I procured and
used many patent medicines without
deriving lrom any of them any benefit, to my health, and having lost all
hone of r covering my health, it w as
uiy good tort une to meet the excellent
good lauy. .r:-- F.milie M. de IX'Igado.
ut this i'y, who kindly recommended
i'
f "La Sanadora" for
ti me the
n:y c ise. :!il s.ie herself gave me the
tin diclik" according to directions, and
it resulted in a complete restoration
of icy lost heulth. After three day
had l i n using the medicine, 1
thai
filt s well that thereafter my energy
to move returned and my health Is
always keep ot lionie this
excellent.
wonderful medicine, and It is a great
satisfaction to tile to know that Its
use In any kind of similar diseases
a blessing. And I
shall always pr.-vrecommend tu all persons suffering to
avail t hemst lvt s of tnis medicine,
tuelii that they will liud tli.
de.'iri'd relief.
,
JUAN IGNACIO ItACA.
The above was made under oath
tliU PJtli day of January. A. I). VJOt,
.

i:.--
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OF PEOPLE WITH GREAT SUCCESS,

USED BY THOUSANDS

at Iah Vegas, N.
witness.

M.,

beforo me as a

J. P. CONKl.IN.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
I, Millard F. Davidson, make this
statement under oath for the benefit
cf all sufferers as 1 have suffered.
This present winter I cauaht a bad
cold and bad pains in my chest and a
severe cough.
thought I was surely
going to have pneumonia. I tried
remedies, but none relieved the
pain or stopped the cough.
heard
beviral piMipie recoiumcid Sanadora
co tried it, and in less than two days
was well and able to attend to business. Since then I have called others'
attention t this remedy, and w ithout
exception they have been cured. It
does what is claimed for It.
1

dlf-lere- nt

1

M. F. DAVIDSON.

Subscribed to and sworn to before
me this 21st day of February, A. D.
K.o'J.

SIDXF.y

F. MATIIFWS.

tSe;.;i
Notary Public
Lincoln. New Mexico, Feb. 21. l'.'i'2.

THE PRAISE OF THE WONDERFUL MEDICINE WHICH WE HEREWITH

years and have soug-h- t in vain for a
cure, both with doctors and prepared
medicines, blood purifiers, itc. Nothing seemed to do me good. I w as
upon to try Sanadora some
three months ago, which I did and I
believe now I am completely cured.
When I began taking this medicine I
had breaking out on my b My and
sores, which have now entirely disappeared. 1 feel first rate and can recommend Sanadora to anyone who Is
troubled as I have been.
SAMUEL FA If M Mil.
Subscribed and sworn to hi fore me
;02.
this 12Ui day of February. A.
(SealSIDNEY F. MATl'.LWS.
Notary Piblic.
pre-vnil- ed

.
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LA SANADORA

CURES!

ONE OF MANY!

Hedges, San Diego Co., Cat..
Drug CVtnpany,

.

!y 12

'gas,

llmt-r-

Mexico..

Dear Sir:
My wife litis-- been afflict.
Rheumatism and Neuralgia for
time, and before writing t
had us. d a great many so e ,'
edles without apparent belli !i
ing the fact that unless sb.
relief Mion her'disease wo.il.i .
best of her and develop iiro
1
comM -thin? more serl-uis- ;
i, ..,
search for some rella:

with
long

thanks to God, I saw the advertisement of "La Sanadora" in one of our
Spanish papers and decided to give
your remedy a fair trial, which, I am
pleased to say, has proven satisfactory.
"La Sanadora" has entirely cured
my wife of these diseases and she
now feels like a new woman.
I can
truthfully say that "La Sanad.'ra"
has given In r relief after all others
have failed. I fee! so thankful for tho
good "La Sunudora" has done for my
wife that I consider it my duty .o add
my testimony to that of ottieis wtio
have been cured by your wonderful
remedy, ' l.a Sanadora." If any one
doubts tiie truth of this statement, let
him or her write to me and I will tell
him or her just what "La Sanadora"
has doiie for my w ife.
Thanking you f ir your kindness, I
heniain.
Yours 'very truly,
PKOF. A. .1 M ON ROY, M. A.
Deputy Cl.rk of the Supreme Court
cf San Die,'!) County. Cal.
ioiii Th, (),,t ic .lul'v 27. l'.io;!
-

she

.

Teiritory of New Mexico,
County cf Lincoln.
Tliis is to certify that I am a resident of the County of Lincoln, Territory ,,! New Mexico; iliti'
l
h.ive
with .senifuU trouble for four
sur-teie-

CO

aliz-one-

d

i

'

t

the
to
and

o

City. State of Chihuahua,
Mexico, N v. 23rd. 1903.
Romero Urm Co., Las Vegas. N. M.
Genib men - This letter is for the
only purple of informing you of the
follow iim l.iets:
hlnce be 7t!i m' the present month
h.r.e b. a tiffering from a very se- i

I

Albuquer que

,

--

PUBLISH, BEAR WITNESS

veie cold, tr such an extent that for
two weeks I could not sleep, miring
which time I tried different medicines
to seek relief but all iu vain. Accidentally I noticed in one of the newspapers to which I am a subscriber, an
of your preparation,
advertisement
"La Sanadora," and having read the
same carefully, I sent for a liottle of
that medicine, and as soon as I took
the tirst dose according to directions
givui, instantly I felt great relief, the
fever and all pains 1 had been suffering having disappeared and I could
regain my sleep, having passed the
night pleasantly, and today 1 ieel m
gooil spirits, having regained my usual
good health.
As I cannot fully correspond the benefit received from the
effects of so invaluable a medicine, I
hasten t l send you these lines as a
testimonial for publication, recommending "La Sanadora" to all those
suffering from the effects of colds.
Yours very truly,
MLI.ITON CONCHA.
Leader of the Chihuahua Land.

Lincoln, N. M., February S. I',tn2.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
I, Patrici
Miranda, a resident of
Lincoln, Ni w Mexico, upon my oath,
make this the following statement:
That about the first of the ;.e:ir l'.'i.il

Las Vegas,

i

TO- -

ITS MERITS.

became sick with stomach trouble,
vhich soon run into diarrhoea ami
dysentery. I was treated by a doctor
Lere and also at Fort Stanton for
ight months at an expense of over
one hundred and fifty doll :s. I also
tried a number of "diffcre;.; patent
medicines, but .jot absolutely no relief.
My weight was reduced during this
time from one hundred and sixty
pounds t) one hundred and twenty
pounds, and I had got into such a reduced condition that
could canity
walk and could do no work at all. I
had lost ail hope cf ever being circl,
but upon the recommendation of Ata-go11ns. & Co., doing business here,
I made a trial of Sanadora
and used it
as directed. The first bottle gave me
relief, jind by the time I had used the
third bottle my stomach was well and
n:y diarrhoia had stopped, but I con
iiMio-taiiiiig the medicine until I
use: s;x pottles in all, and now can
am complcu
f .iy
cured and have
"aitie.l hack tnv regular weight. I
tcel it n.y duty t.) testify to what
has done lor me, and so make
t.iis af!ldavl'.
PATRICIO MIRANDA (X) His Mark.
Witness: II H. MOICLLKR.
Subscribed and sw in to before me
this Vh dav of February. A. D. P'"2.
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.
Notary Public
I
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CURE BARGAINS IN

Jiff

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

F RAILROAD TOPICS

j

e
could never handle It. Two en- Division Superintendent E. J.
fton was In from winsiow yesterday gines are sometimes required to pull
the empty train back to Blsbee.
to spend Sunday with his family.
Gib-.Kin-

Conductors ColgTove and Painter,
Train first No. 2 of this morning
who visited Mexico .on a vacallon, have, was comiKJsed of a mail car and three
New
returned to their duties on the
private cars.
j

Mexico division.

Conductor Ed McLarimor was seri-- j
outsly hurt on the head the other day!
hy his train breaking in two and he
being thrown against a stone on
the ground.
Notle has been received that .effec-- ;
tive April 1, the IiOuisville & Nash- ville and Ixuilsvllle, Henderson Ac St.
Ivouis trains will use the same deiot
In Ixmisville, rendering transfer at
that city for the east unnecessary.

The first private car
was that of President George B. Har
Burlington
route, who was
ris. of the
returning from a pleasure trip to Cali
party
fornia, with a
of friends. The
second car was that of General Su
perintendent It. J. Parker, of the Santa
Fe. and the third was that of W. J
Kendriek, second vice president, of the
Santa re. The latter was returning
east from a visit to the coast, and Mr.
Parker was returning to his headquar
ters at I.a Junta from a trip of inspection down on the Ilio Grande division of the Santa Ke.

In the federal court at El Paso the
jury in the case of Hen Samm vs.
The Missouri Pacific, through Its
the Texas & Pacific railway, returned president, George J. Gould, has reach
a

a

a verdict for

$10,000. The plaintiff: ed a settlement with Mr. and Mrs. V
sued for Injuries received in coupling J. Black for injuries the latter receiv- cars in the El Paso yards of the coin- - cd in a wreck on that road at. Tipton,
- pany.
Mo., on October 30. 1904, by a compromise payment of $16.r00; Of the
John F. Hardy, formerly passenger two, Mrs. Black was the most, seconductor on the Mexican Central be- verity injured and she may never
tween El Paso and Chihuahua, has again have the use of one of her limbs.
come into a neat little fortunes hav- Mr. Black is a well known and popuing Inherited $2),0imi from an aunt, in lar official of the Santa Fe railroad.
Springfield. Mass., and has gone there
to make his home.
SANTA FE TO ABSORB
ENID AND GULF LINE.
Railroad men do not approve of the
On April 10 the Atchison, Topeka &
action of the coram ttee of the Amer- - Sant3 Ke
take OVPr anf, opPrate
can Bankers association In condemn- - as
,,ar, of tho pannan(llo (1ivison.
ing the negotiab lity clause in the the Denver. Enid & Gulf road, extend-uniforbill of lading proposed by the inK froni onthrie, Okla., northwest to
,, thanrv.
Trunk Dine asocition. Bnnks haveiRnj,i.
n,
in
sustained some losses through fraudu Kansas line, a distance of 119 miles.
lent negotiation, but it Is maintained The rails will be laid Into Kiowa this
that this is no justification for their week. Barber county voted bonds to
interference as to the adoption of a tiie old company for the extension of
uniform bill.
the road through Medicine Lodge, to
north lino of the county, and it
Marie Danielson, through her attor- the
neys, has filed a suit In the court of in believed that the Santa Fe's intenon to a junction with the
common pleas at Kansas City, against tion to build
running from Bucklin to Dodge
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail- branch
City, will be realized.
way company for $10,000 damages for
a
injuries received October 30, 1905, in 'FISCO ENGINE DOES
.
a wreck in Blue Cut, near Indeend-eneeON EMBANKMENT.
Mo. Miss Danielson alleges that
A dispatch from Sapulpa. I. T.,
on account of the wreck she is crip- April r, says: 'Frisco ngine No.dated
812,
pled and Incapable
of performing the largest used in the yards at Samanual labor of any kind.
pulpa, did some acrobatic work here
nnd the engineer and fireEngine TI47 that has recently been yesterday,
man
escaped death. Tho enreceived from the Baldwin Locomotive gine narrowly
was
being
used in the Sapulpa
works, has been broken In and is now yards, when
tho rail spread and the
grand di- huge
doing servlceonthe west-cmachine rolled down the emvision. This engine Is a decapod or bankment,
turning completely over
type, twice
the tandem eomisnind Santa
lighting
and
on its back. Enover
was
service
for
built
the
and
Carrolton and Fireman Bob
mountains, and is one of the class of gineer
Weaver,
jumped
Just as the engine
the largest, locomotive on the division was leaving
the track, jumping on
and Is also alwuit the largest in the 'he opposite side
from the way It fell.
world.
That they escaped without injury!
almost,
impossible. So hurA small wreck, resulting in no loss seemed
of life or injury to any one, occurred riedly did they leave the engine that
Carrolton
had no time to close the
s
at Santa II sa the other day. It
that, a freight train was backed
down across the bridge, and still inside the yard limits, to take a side
Z.
track, when Engineer Anderson came
"nanm.
in from the west with an engine and
calioose, running into the rear end of star
the freight, demolishing; the caboose
nnd slightly injuring the engine. The
wreck was cleared in a short time.
m

n

FLIP-FLAP-

ap-lar-

WVthcrwax on No. i'.. which collided
with the limited, which was subsequent to thai of Smith, was the direct

cause of the collision, and Miat under
the law this was sulllcii-ii- t defense.
.vi

9.'"'.-pounds-
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HAVE
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Automatlo

-

PhODS.

199.

Genral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

'

IF YOU WISH TO ' EAT a goor.
lunch and enchiladas on the Medea:
.Ivlo on in Rnntti Thl-,- 1
Sllnr Hernia, No. 215. Will b
served promptly at any hour cl tot
night Prices will be from 26c fc) Site

Both Phones

press:th
DUT'TON

M. GRENADINO & CO.

i
V

PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
IN.

'phone. 437: Colo., Red
Offlce 212 W. Gold Ave.

Auto,

We Do Your Black-

'r. a U n "a d e; "r e. XTPjTn C1

Nil

it

hi

i

i

ii' n

il

smith Work Right

IP

til.

HARNESS REPAIRING AND
TRIMMING.

OILS,

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

J. KORBER

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVEL
MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW

E

RUPPE

B.

FILL

w--

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

TO BANK

NEXT

OT OQMMERO

At.

203 W. P abroad

At Consistent Prices

water water Extra Fine Perfumed
Toilet Soaps

If you tl. not like your water rateB
why not put In a private elect rlc plant
AND of your own, and pump your own

Kclchcr

VARNISHES
water at ten rents per 1,000 gallons? Violet Rose and English Hawthorne,
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Saddles, Lap For water plants, boo
Harness,
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
3 Cakes in Box
stops leaks. ' Cash paid for Hides and
-- KORPelts.
The General Contractor
W9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
anything,
move
He will
and hnul
from a tent to a meeting house.
TOTI & OR A Ol
TELEPHONES:
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay, Auto Phone,
Bell. Red 131.
308.
uram ana miei.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors CORNER LEAD AVE. AND 1ST ST. Also extra quality
and
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this lino with ns.
Soaps
at
Hygienic
Skin
CARPET
CLEANING
STEAM
NORTH THIRD STREET.

no Ink to tpill
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The Simplest arrt Sifett- tUndiett and onlf Perfect
pen. No glm til

Tar

imM
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Yon ilmplr pre the button (u
in the picture) ind the pen fills
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lni'4tl4.h."i
Write thei iralant it
touch the paper
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Flash

A

CrrtlhB....... American Block

$6.00 Per
-

COKE

"FLASH" Povnuin Penatbra
end the retail price direct ta
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Eagle Pencil Co.

Ton

377 Broadway. Naw York
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BLUE
117 W.

PRATT

Hllliboro

'PHONES

.TuiinTO.

THE WILLIAMS
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FRONT STORE.

Railroad Ave.

Both phone.

FIRE

M.

'

Creamery

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

Beet on

Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kind of Fresh Meat.
Orders Solicited.
Free Dellrery. 800 North Broadway, Corner of Wax-- .
Z14 South second Street.
lnrton Arenue. ALBUQUEKCE.N. M.
i
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Santa Re Raiivsi

business and reald-n- re
lots, size ;'0142 feet, laid out with broad tit) and
Ktre't with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade treei- nuhlia .rhrwi
hn..
iA.(X0; churches. Commercial club; a population of l.f.00 Inhabitant : largest merrana:,- ertabHshments in New Mexico; tho Beleo Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150
barrels
lares .innrr- 7tSi:uriDts, etc. Helen Is the !urtet shipping poiut for wool, flour, wheat. me. ,ean an ' 'y In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great cominercls railroad cltv In tb dallv:
v..
near f,.t.,r
t

..

-

,vm

-

t.L FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FE

BOtJTE

are in the center of the city, we graded, (many of them Improved by
drug store, harness gbop. etc. etc. Also a firt-elas- j
modern hotel.
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GO OVER

no saDd or

grav!
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THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbini

iho. !anlaf

mUl.
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MA? ANU PRICE8, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Dtt(

The Bclen Town and Improvement Comtjanv
jrrcsiaeni

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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DRUG

A. E. WALKER,

CO.

Groceries

moocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxa

mnrrw-

the same price

A
A

V

Staple and Kancy

WOOD

W.H.Hahn&Co

aeanuracrurera

t

INSURANCE.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Secretary Mutual Building AssociaJas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im tion,
Offlce at 217 West Railroad art
boden's Granite Floor .
nue.

KINDLING

nt. Each pea absolutely guaranteed.

Man.

He Is the
Moving, pack--

Established in 1882
&.
G.

F.

Sold bf Stationeri
and Other Store
Aik YOUR DEALFR.
If he
doean't aril yon the Eatfe

11

'''

No. 2S

with told band. $2.50
EaiU "Flaah" No, 26
larra aiia. . . $3.00
with fold banda, $4.00

vivanvr

a

T
Ing and shipping, unpacking-ansetting up, and Is no upstart at V
the business. There Is no other ust Thornton. Both 'phones. 0
4
737 South Walter Street.

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

with 14 kirat eolid fold
pen point
nneat vulcanized
rubtfcr and fully guaranteed.

"FW,"

Furniture

INSURANCE.
REAL ESTAT-ENOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

No. 15

Eat--

nviin vrm
Cleans everything.

O. A. SLEYSTER

Eagle$150
'

Of 1,000

Hi

FIG--

URE WITH US.

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

'It 'it ur rired
iUi

CAR-

RIAGE

TO DATE SIGNS

r.

DEPART-

HORSE-SHOEIN-

MENT.

A. Lucero

7",

!

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
OUR

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street
Albnqnerqne.

.,!;i;;rm

few

Third and M&rqucttt

25 cents

Two more carloads of Harvey furniture arrived at the Union depot yesterday evening from Chicago, says thej
El Paso News. Among tho furniture
Just arrived were the fixtures for the;
news stand and curio department. '1 he
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

A genu.

Albuquerque, N. M.

A. D. JOHNSON

EL PASO DEPOT HOTEL

tmnihlSl,

TIJera

MELINI & EAKIN

PAINTS.

FURNITURE FOR NEW

-

Albuquerque
Co
Carriage
Corner First and
Road.

Distiller.

THE PAPERS

1
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In Bond.

FRANKFORT, KY.

Thos.

MUST BE
TRANSIT DOCUMENTS
KEPT OUT OF THEIR HANDS,
Specific instructions as to the use of,
transit papers for Chinese traveling;
over the Southern Pacific have been!
Issued by Superintendent McGovern of
the Tucson division. The transit pa-- :
pers give descriptions of the passen- gers and the circumstances
tinder!
which the trips are being made.
In no case, Mr. McGovern said,
should these transit papers pass out of
tho possession of the conductor and
Into the hands of the Chinese. In each;
case the conductor should turn overi
the transit papers to tho next con-- !
ductor who takes the train.
Special provision is made for the
conductor on the line from Nogales to
Tucson, who does not make close con- nectlons with the conductor on the
main line that the transsit papers shall
he turned over to the agent at Tucson.
In order tj avoid fraud, the govern-ment requires that the papers shall le
kept out of reach of the Chinese.

Our Top Buggies and
Runabouts must motel
We need the floor
i.
space for another car..
It's a time to help;
yourself by helping us.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now..
$48.00 to $108.00
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now..
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhope, Con-- J
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business soliolted.
Write for catalogue and prices.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Sol

Into Yours:

s'V-L

2.bvz ia SI miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francieco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

South-

Til El
The new
western time table contains a picture
of the "Heaviest Tonnage Ttain In the
World." It shows the lug decoped engine No. 2'i and sixty loaded ore cars
en route from Bisbe'e to the smelters
at Douglas. The weight of this train, .
including the engine, i almo-- i
The track slopes down hill
iuI.ih. or this en- from Bisbee to
l'2-- o

Bottled

CHINESE MUST NOT

Lij&aicd on the Bclen

9

".lap" Smith, the block signal man.
charged with manslaughter in connet-tlowith the wreck of the Santa Fe
California limi'cd at Cliillicothe, Mo.,
'.. in which several peoon January
ple were killed, was acquitted in t.e
from the
clrcu't court on inst i
conn at peoria. III. Smiih admitted
c
negligent e. but the
tin ruled that
the negligence of Conductor (ieorge

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

"vr Jut!

:

f.V

lElSlM.
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

-
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THE CELEBRATED

o
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
and Liver Trouble.
Kidney
OOOCXXXXXXXX)OOOCXXXXX)000
Suffered for Five Year With
"1 suffered for five years with kidSCREEN TIME
ney nnd liver trouble, which caused
severe pains across ihe back and a
It here. Door and Window
blinding headache. I hnd dyspepsia
screen made to order.
and was so constipated that 1 could
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
not move my bowels without a caI was cured by Chamberthartic.
tXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXlOCOCXDCO
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
have been well now for six months,"
PIONEER OAKERY
says Mr. Arthur S. Strickland
felMON BALLING. Proprietor.
of
Chattanooga, Tenn. For sale by all
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
druggists.
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY

LARGE
SUMMER
TRAVEL DEMANDS KEEPING TRAIN IN SERVICE.

m

From April
to 24 the Mexican
Central will sell round trip tickets for1
teachers employed in all parts of the
republic between thosij points and
all parts of tin- Cnind Slates at. the
rate of or.e fare plus two il liars for
the round trip. The rates are to be j
put in effect in order that the teach- ers may enjoy a summer vacation toj
llit i homes and it is expected that aj
Ihi'-'- o
number of them w ill take ad-- j
vantage or mo decreased cost of traveling and make the trip during that
period. The tickets will be sold with
a return limit of July 9.

Pocket

n

Orders have been received at the
Santa' Fe offices to the effect that the
limited train will bo kept in service
daily throughout the year.
It has been the custom
the. Santa
Fe company to take the. daily limited
1,
year,
off on June
each
and there
after make two or three trips a week.
Demands of western travel are such
that the traffic department was lorcen
to maintain tho limited service.
The oflicials of the company say
that the summer travel to southern
California promises to equal if not
exceed, that ct the past winter.

Out of Our

wM;!of

1

M

O00000'000000000'00

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory,

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Buildmg, rsortn Third Street

t-

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pRy you to get out prices before you buy.

JILUllM

"c0?8"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

All Kinds of Frssh

one-fift-

HARNESS

FOUND AT LAST

Meat Market
Steam

Hill

IBM

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to oar already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
re just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to
and we will straighten them out for you.

THIRD STREET

ia'

ii:i:iiz:xxxixxiiixx
THiS CHANCE

e

LINES GRANT RATES
FOR SUMMER CONVENTIONS.
The 8;u:hesteni passenger ntire.tii
In quarterly meeting decided to hold
the next continue- - in Denver In July,
the date t ) bo announced
Chairman Hannesan.
The following summary of the' action taken will lK. of interest to the traveling public:
The report of a committee on theatrical traffic
and considered f.ivorably, contingent
upon
uniform action by the Western Passenger (association.
A DANGEROUS" MISTAKE.
A rrrominetiatlon
that the practice
cf Including admission coupons and Albuquerque Mothers Should Not Neglect Kidney Weakness in
membership fees in tickets sold for
Children.
special occasions be discontinued, was
concurred in.
Most children have weak kidneys.
Sunmur tourist rates and arrange-n- : The
earliest warning Is
nts were individually announced
loiter conies li'iel; ache, head nche,
for season tickets from southwestern langu
ir.
territory on a general basis of one and
'TIs a mistake to neglect tnese trouh
fare for the round trip.
bles.
A committee was appointed to conown disTo
fer with similar committees in other! tress. blame the child for Its
territories, on the question of limiting
Seek to cure the kidneys.
liability on baggage.
deadly kidney
The lines present Individually, an- - tils.Save the child from
nounced a rate of one far plus J2 for
Doan's Kidney Pills euro sick kidthe round trip for the following occaneys.
sions: Annual nieeiing German Bap
In staple and
J. A. Skinner,
brethren, Springfield. 111., May 31 fancv . Breweries. dealer
tist
215 West Railroad
June 6; Kentucky home coming. avenue, says: "Some time ago there
IiOuisville, June 11 to 13: American enme to my
a case of a child
association of nurserymen, conven- whose control notice
over the kidney secretion, Dallas, Texas, June 13 to 16; an- tions was limited. The
parents pronual meeting International Associa- cured for It Doan's Kidney Pills at a
tion of Fire Engineers, Dallas, Texas, drug store, and the treatment, accordOctober 9 to 12; annual meeting otj ing to directions for children, was
supreme lodge Knights of Pythias, New commenced.
In addition to the limlt- uiieans, uetooer i& to 25; interna-- e,, controI there was considerabbj
tional convention Brotherhood of St. t,Bu n(,h
P,,,r,.1i!,.tinns fntlv
Andrew Mempnis, tenn., uotooer l ..roving that In Rome way the kidneys
to 26
were either weak red or
A rale of one fare for the round I
n nmut y e inn
lit?
irl nil It l. VI
trip was individually announced for so
strengthened the kidneys that the
the annual meeting of the Benevolent annoyance ceased.''
and Protective Order of Elks, Denver.
for sale by all dealers. Price !0
Colo., July 16 to 21. l!"ti.
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MilburA committee consisting of Messrs. Y.. sole agents for the United States.
Hellen, Turner, Iee, Payne and the
Remember the name Doan's end
chairman, was appointed for the pur- - take no other.
57
pose or conveing witn tne soutneast-erPassenger association at Its next
BIDS WANTED
meeting In order to arrange uniformity
It rntes for special occasions at points
Bids wanted for 30,000 ties, 7V4 feet
where both organizations are Inter- long,
and not less than 41 Inches thick,
ested.
at the small end. Ties to be delivered to undersigned at Algodones.
SANTA f E LIMITED TO
Bids must be in not later than April
20, 19(in.
A. J. FRANK.
RUN DAILY THIS YEAR
Algodones, N. M.
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Devil'B Island Torture.
no worse than the terrible case of
piles that afflicted me ten years. Then
I wa sadvlsed to apply Bucklen's Arnica Salve and less than a box permanently cured me, writes I S. Napier of Hugles, Ky. Heals nil wounds,
burns nnd sores like magic. 2."c at all
druggists.

and bakery will be finished by th 2'Kh
of this month, and then the news stand
and curio department will', ho
pleted soon after. Some more fur-thThe
nit ure w ill arrive tomorrow.
stoves and ranges for the kitchen aim
the oven f r the bakery have been put.
In, and the bakery will be In use tomorrow.
shown around
A News reporter
In a basement, where there are several closets to be used In connection
with the kitchen, tine room Is for
crockery, another for pastry, a third
will be used for wines and others will
be used for different purposes. Everything harmonizes In appearance, nnd
is convenient in location and the people will soon be flblo to get alouf anything they want In the way of edibles.

..

.

J. D. EMMONS,
Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phono 474. Colo, phone
("nrner or lo:u Avenue wu
onrt street west end of
duct.

the dining room, barber shop, bar, MMien

at least

an hour, when the steam save cut.
The whistle was open d also, nnd
In one continual scream tintu
steam went down. It w as lninossl-- '
Me to get near the engine on account
of escaping steam.
.

Incrnln rarpcl. rot ton chain,
from 4Tio up.
lnvr.iin Carpi'; . all wool chain,
from "'
Ilrusf t Is Carpet, from SOc "P1
nvio stock of poasonnlile
no-- )(!.-Caroline Stoves.
Swineo. Chairs. Tents, Camp
Chairs, Kte.

A
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DAY AND WEATHER.

SPRING STYLES
Women's Oxfords

To Delight the Eye

ft I

Comfort the Feet

After a cold and cheerless winter
to lay aside our dull and
heavy garments and don Romottynit
new nnd bright.
The graceful lines of our new
Spring Styles delight the eye their
jnrfect fit makes the feet comfortable and their splendid wear and our
low prices are ea.sy on the
we like

$2.75 to $3.50

VICI KID OXFORDS,

black

VICI KID OXFORDS,

tan

$1.65 to $3.00

$1.65 to $3.00
white or gray..
$1.50 to $2.25

CANVAS OXFORDS,

AND CONDIMENTS.'

Wuen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

mmmmW

F. F. TROTTER
i

No.

118

Fair tonight and Tuesday;
tonight.

warmer

Sun rite. 5:36; set, 6:27; length 12
hours and 51 minutes; sun slow, 2
minutes; moon set this morning a little before sun rise, and will rise this
evening about the time the sun sets.
and
The clay haa been spring-lik- e
agreeable little wind, bright and
warm. A few days like today has
been will make a marked change in
trees, lawns and gardens. On this day
years ago, GenIn 1865, or forty-on- e
to General
Lee surrendered
eral
Grant, and the Civil war virtually
ended.
Wanted, a bat. becoming to a man
with red hair.
r
Judge Daniel II. McMillen
Is registered at the Alvarado.
District Clerk W. E. Dame returned
last iiiKlit from a hurried business trip
to New York.

PATENT KID OXFORDS

SAUCES

LOCAL AND

13

RAILROAD AYt.Ji

in

the lot to the amusement of the
tators.

PERSONAL

vest

i

314 VEST

V

and 120 South Second street.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT

spec-

Mr. and Mrs. .. T. Gould, who are
publishers and editors of the Gallup
Republican, came in from the carbon
town this morning, and favored The
Citizen office with a can. .Mr. uomu
says Gallup is making some substantial improvements in the building line.
ninny good homes oi modem mm
cure's being erected. They are here
on business, anil will return to Gallup tonight.
The Carlsbad Argus says: .1. B.
Slkes, for more than a year in charge
plant for die
or the electric light
Public 1'tllilies comiNiliy, left fen
bavins accepted a position
as engineer for tbe electric light
The
power company of that city.
management of the Public I'lrities
company passed from R. B. Armstinng
to Mr. Morgan of Albuquerque, on the
first of the month. .Mr. Donnelly pIo
relinquished the management of the
telephone system to Mr. Morgin.
At the home of A. V. Tegner, at 421
Roma avenue, on last Saturday evening, occurred the wedding of Miss
Kirster Ostergaard to Herman Hein.
George Craig. Justice of the peace, of
ficiating. Many friends of the couple
witnessed tho ceremony and enjoyed
tho festivities. They are a handsome
and well matched little pair and entitled to a life of great length and
happinness. Mr. Tegner says however that because of (heir small
stature both would not make an average one, but this time alone can
demonstrate.
The Sabbath calm that prevailed
yesterday on North Fourth street, beyond the city limits, was rudely shattered after the shades of night bad
fallen, by sounds of a scrimmage and
words of blasphemy coming from the
interior of a resort on that portion of
the boulevard known ns the "Chicken
Ranch." Two sisters, one the proprietress of the bouse, and the other
the tenant, engaged In a dispute over
a certain young man, well connected,
and who formerly resided in'this city,
but recently here from southern
Arhnni. Alter calling each other by
more or less endearing names the
sisters began making each other presents of K'tch dainty articles as beer
botti.-- ;. il:it irons, chairs, etc., until
one wrts laid out with an ugly gash
were
Officers
across her forehead.
called in to que! the miniature riot,
but "o
wee made.

MONDAY, APRIL 9,

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per fool, j
A home made door, with trimmings,
ior ii.So.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that;
I
!in J .......
Honr chimin,!
n.

Will OUtlast

To Men's-Cloth- es

In
... lioro
..V . .

from the cast, together with trim- -'
tilings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that hnve always cost,
heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
Breed your mare to the best
ting stallion In New Mexico.
Copper avenue.

YOU ARE OFFERED DAILY ALL KINDS OF
CLOTHES TO WEAR; SOME COOD, SOME BAD,
SOME DISHONEST.
THE DISHONEST CLOTHES ARE THOSE
OF
MADE
FABRICS ADULTERATED WITH
"MERCERIZED COTTON;" MADE TO LOOK
AND SURE TO WEAR LIKE
LIKE
PART COTTON.
THE DISHONESTY IS IN THE LOOKS THAT
DECEIVE YOU; NOT IN THE FABRIC, OR IN
THE DEALER. THERE'S NOTHING DISHONEST
IN A "MERCERIZED COTTON" FABRIC IF YOU
KNOW WHAT IT IS; SOME PEOPLE DONT
ALL-WOO-

EASTER

L

KNOW.

Our cut flowers are fresh, and
sine to please.

THE

IS FULL OF THIS STUFF-CLOT- HES
THAT CHEAT; THEY LOOK HONEST
AND THEY COST HONEST; BUT THERE'S A
FRAUD; AND YOU'LL
FIND
IT WHEN YOU
WEAR THEM.
HART. SCHAFFNER & MARX STAND FOR
AND
NO "MERCERIZED
"
IF YOU FIND THEIR LABEL THAT'S
WHAT YOU GET.

Prices Are Right.

Write
IVES,

Wearers

THe rLQfrisr

TOWN

ALL-WOO-

COT-TON;-

119 WEST SANTA FE
Wanted, a dressmaker to call at
AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.
residence, 310 South Kdith street.
'
Mrs. William Farr.
Archbishop Peter Hourpade. who
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
was here on church matters, has returned to Sauta Ke.
ANU tAlHAVbcD
Karl Moon, of the Moon studio, anAssociation
Offleo
ticipates leaving, shortly, on a few
Transactions
weeks' trip to the east.
Cuarantaad
A. H. Martin, attorney for the Sam
ROSENFIELD'S,
the,
W.
R. R. Ave.
In
118
Colorado,
is
in
Stroll:: estate
city on business with W. W. Strong.
K. II. Stean, purchasing agent for
Mike Mandeii the clothier, returned
last night from a business trip to
Denver.
Henry Youngman left this morning
for Scotland, S. D., with the remains
of John McKay, who died suddenly
When your cash purchases reach
nt the hospital last week.
Dr. Mosley Tony, who bns made
the
amounts specified below, you
Albuquerque bis home since last fall,
lias gone to Trinidad with the exare entitled to select any of the
residing
pectation of permanently
there.
following
dishes, free
on the
B. S. Jackson of Willard.
of
charge:
in
Sunday
spent
Santa Fe Central,
the city with his wife. Mrs. Jackson
Women's house shoes, toe slippers,
is recovering from an operation at
strap sandals an
Individual Butter
Juliettes. neat
$1.00
St. Joseph's hospital.
easy on the foot, well wear1 f. inch Round Vegetable
Covered Butter
24.00
Dish COO
o
a large looking,
To the gratification
range from $1.10 to
ing.
Breakfast plate
3.00
1
8.00
Round Veg. Dish
number of school children scbool will $2.25. Prices
Gravy Boat.
C. May's Shoe Store, 311 West
m.ftO
1 Cracker
20.00
Jar
be dismissed tomorrow at 2:30 p. ni.
avenue.
Cream Pitcher
8.00
Fancy Dish, or Celery Tray. .20.00
lo allow them to attend the matinee Railroad
Sugar BjwI
lg.00
1
Round Veg. Dish... 12.00
to bo given at the Elks opera nouse
Sauce
1
Dish
2.00
Round Veg. Dish ..IG.00
WILL MEET TONIGHT
in tho afternoon.
Handle Tea and Saucer. . . . 5.00 1
8.00
Oblong Veg. Dish
Mrs. D. W. Morgan left last night
Dinner Plate
TO FORM Y. M. C. A.
4.00
1
Oblong Veg. Dish ...12.00
to Join her husband ai uarisoau,
Coupe Soup
4.00
1 iiinch
8.00
Platter
M where they will reside In the fuTea Pot
1
21.00
11 inch Platter
16.00
ture. Mr. Morgan Is superintendent PLANS FOR MUCH NEEDED INSTI.
24.00
1
16.00
Pitcher
Platter
TUTION WILL BE DISCUSSED AT
of the Carlsbad Public Utility com
Daily Bread or Cake Plate. .20.00
5.00
1 Oatmeal Dish
IN LIBRARY
MEETING
pany.
Orange Bowl or Fruit Dish. .36.00
5.00
1
Bowl .'
Captain C. H. Klrkpatrick, a pioneer
Pickle Dish
1
8.00
32.00
Covered Dish
district,
Mogollon
gold
mining
esof the
Tho movement cf forming ar.d
is spending a few days In the city. tablishing a Young Men's Christian
The
pleasure.
combining business with
Association In Albuquerque, which has
captain made Albuquerque his home, been in progress for several months
years ago, and still has a large num- past, will take definite shape tonight,
ber of warm friends here.
9
when all Interested will meet at 8
Rev. H. II. Monlnger will deliver an o'clock In the Public Library building
address at the Christian church, on for the purpose of organizing the ast he northeast corner
of Gold avenue sociation.
The Idea of those having the mat
ind Broadway, on Tuesday evening.
at S:1", Instead or Wednesday, as an- ter In hand Is to make a start with
nounced on Sunday. His subject will what funds are now available, and to
depend upon the future donations that
be "Sunday School Work."
doubt pour In when It Is seen
Julius Uhlfeldor of Ellzabethtown, will nogood
Is being accomplished by
Colfax county, grand chancellor of the whatorganization.
Tho headquarters of
grand lodge of New Mexico, Knights the
association will be established and
of Pvthias. Is on a visitation to all of the
cj
as fully as possible with the
the Knights of Pythias lodges In New equipped
O C
as
Mexico, and will be a guest of Albu funds now on hand and expanded
O
secured. Helen Gould
querque lodge some time next 'week. other funds are equally
prominent phi
cr some other
Ralph Hunt, of El Paso, Is In the lant'.noplst may be asked for support.
city, and In a few days well, he was
The ultimate plans for the Associa
never behind in his obligations, as far tion Include a perfectly equipped gym
as The Citizen knows, and has come nastiim, reading room, bath rooms, lec
c
in advance of a most happy event. tun. course, devotional meetings, bl
which Is scheduled to take place next hie. c'.nfs, etc., and there Is hut little
Tuesday evening, April 17.
o
doubt but what Albuquerque In time.
Frank Scully, day clerk at the Al- wilt have one of the finest "Y's" .11
varado, spent Sunday at El Paso and this section of the country.
returned to the Duke City this morn
ing.
Mr. Scully saw tho Mexicans
murder four bulls at Juarez, Mexico, NEW REAL ESTATE
o
on Sunday afternoon, and summed up
COMPANY IS FORMED
resulting from
the. loss in lioullion
such cruelty. The sum was consideraCOLONEL D. K. B. SELLERS WITH
ble.
DRAWS FROM SURETY INVESTMiguel A. Otero and
HAS
AND
COMPANY,
MENT
son sailed from New Y'ork, on the 5th
THE UNIVERSITY
LAUNCHED
40 J,
South First Street
Inst., on their European tour, on the
INVESTMENT
HEIGHTS
Victoria
steamship Die Prinzessan
Louise. The big ship will take them
via the WVst Indies and the Azore
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers, formerly
Islands to Gibraltar, weher they will secretary and office manager of the
The
mall.
American
receive their first
Surety Investment company, has sevtrip will last about four months.
ered "his connection with that comHonors were evenly divided in the pany and has opened offices in the
series of games played by teams rep- store room next door to the
Indian
jewelry store, recently ocresenting the Albuquerque
school and the Santa Fe Indian school cupied by Jeweler Maynard, where he
on the grounds of the latter on Sat- will conduct the affairs of the Univerurday and Sunday. In the first game sity Heights Improvement company,
Santa Fe won by a score of 8 to 3, of which he is manager.
Heights ImproveThe University
and the second game went to the
SHUR-ODuke City bunch by a score of 7 to 2. ment company has just plareij upon
addiIn
lots
tli.'
the
Pleasant weather and the prospect tion market
known as University Heights, on
of a half day of amusement ami fresh the mesa
east of the city. The comTracto
large
crowd
a
air attracted
pany, which includes a number of
An
afternoon.
yesterday
tion Park
by ir ininent Albuquerque business men,
excellent program was renderedmany
FIRST ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
will le incorporated anil begin active
band,
and
Regiment
the First
once.
1.
at
thugs
in real estate
Room JO, Whiting Blk.
tripped the light fantastic at the CaCi inel Sellers has long been idt ntCorner Gold
the
of
remnant
straggling
Appointment
sino.
A
Made at Vann'a Drug Storo.
with real estate transactions in
Browns batted the horse hide about
thoroughly
is
posted
lerque, and
the
ie business, which assures
company success from the' start.
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RaaJroadl

STEM

Average

Gloftltaicir'

FREE FREE
hand-painte-

d

1

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickos - Maynatd Co.
V.1

OF

ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each in its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

j.

In

'Tis a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

STREET.

SECOND

l Do You Use a Fountain Syringe
It will pay you to buy It from us SaturRemember, for one day only at the following cut prices:

If not, ycu may a liUIe later.

day, March
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart

2- -

3- -

24.

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regujar Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

itney Company

z

we are overstocked, and must reThey are all standard quality,-bu- t
duce the same before hot weather. . Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

Barnett Building

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

1

Ask for coupons with each cash
purchase and exchange them for
chlnaware.
We guarantee that our prices ori
nood3 are the lowest In the city.
This special offer is made for the
purpose of increasing our trade
and showing the people that we
truly appreciate their patronage.
We earnestly invite you to call.
Very Respectfully,
L. KEMPENICH.
S:e Window Display.

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

.

Q

CEMENT
GLASS
DOORS

LUMBER

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

3
3 o

T3

CJ

-

nCJ
v

O

3

-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber
First and Marquette,

-

Co.

Albuquerque, N.

M.

i

til

403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Hickoic-Maynar-

THE

EVERITT

U3, U5,

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watohes, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

S.VANtV&SON
PURE DRUGS

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
N

Fine Jewelry

ltio-acr- e

Stationery

Lowncy's Candies

.

Subscribe for the Qtisen and Get the News
STEIN-BLOCmaster-fashione-

and

-

Runabout, worth $120,
Albuquerque Carriage Co.

.Miaranteed
H

THE

EASTER

?!to.

PARADE

ROOMING

HOUSE

master-mad- e

This Label Stands for 5 1 Yccrc
: of Knowing How

II
Z

PUTS YOU ON YOUR METTLE

SONS.

best native hay. at $:i.u'i per
Central yards, 121 Kast Tij-ra- s.
W ha
we save you on a buggy will
a new bari long way towards
Albuquerque Carriage Co.

Tonight we can deliver at
your door the clothes we
fitted for you this morning

o

TOO LATE
.

10

street.

--

and is in every coat
See Our Windows

Full Dress Suits - - - $45.00
Prince Albert Coat and Vest 28.00
Business Suits from 12.50 to 30.00

"TUP
,.!y 211

I

S. Socvtd

I

iris

9

M

15 Gold Avenue

RUBBER HOSE
GARDEN TOOLS
SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDEN BARROWS

M

H

fr'

M

LENSES GROUND CN PREMISES

l

M

H
H
M

H
N
N

0
H

H

'Eyes

H

H

SCREENS

kitchen.

ebberOpticalGo.
1

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

man
South

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

WIPE WINDOW

o
in
to n.
Si r.iiui Mi-.e-

M

FREEZERS

woman or
A competent
to help with cooking. ::nt North

..nd

i

i

ICE CREAM

CLASSIFY

WTKD
)

& COMPANY

REFRIGERATORS

-

M

Wholesale
and Retail

Wholesale
end Retail

o

.1!

'

Gold

Successors to E. J. POST

'I'lu- -

t.'ii

'

Wet

RENT

FURNITURE OF SAME FOR
GREAT
SALE. FINE LOCATION;
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'3

!

119

FOR

lYlcSmTOSH HARDWARE CQW1PAMY

AND

d

Avenue and Second Street.

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

NEW MEXICO

.

H
M

H

